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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
OF THE KIPLING SOCIETY
Wednesday 1st July 2020, 4.30 for 5 pm, in the Rutland Room,
Royal Over-Seas League: Annual General Meeting, followed
by Adrian Munsey and Vance Goodwin, on their TV
documentary ‘Rudyard Kipling: A Secret Life’ (illustrated
with clips)
Wednesday 23 September 2020, 5.30 for 6 pm in the Rutland
Room, Royal Over-Seas League: Madeleine Horton, Oxford
University, on ‘Rethinking Rudyard Kipling: Genre, Value
and Reputation’
Wednesday 11 November 2020, 5.30 for 6 pm in the Rutland
Room, Royal Over-Seas League: Professor Jan Montefiore,
Editor of the Kipling Journal, speaking on ‘Kipling’s Last
Raj story: War Graves, the Mayo assassination and The Debt’.
June 2020
Alex Bubb
(Meetings Secretary)

[NOTE TO MEMBERS: Because of the national coronavirus
lockdown, our Annual Luncheon on 8 April and our meeting
in 22 April had to be cancelled. The Royal Over-Seas League
is closed at the time of going to press, and it is not yet certain
that our AGM can go ahead there on 1st July, but we hope
that our scheduled meetings there this autumn will take place
as usual. Our Chairman’s Newsletter will update members on
these matters.]
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EDITORIAL
Due to disruption from the coronavirus lockdown, this issue arrives
regrettably late. Still, I hope Society members will find much to enjoy
in the two articles based on papers recently presented to the Society by
Mark Paffard and Sarah Lefanu, by the comic ballad ‘Pink Dominoes’
analysed by Nathaniel Lotze, by the latest instalment of Uncollected
Journalism, and much else.
Mark Paffard’s perceptive discussion of the compassion and subtlety
of Kipling’s post-1900 fiction in ‘Pity and Imagination in Kipling’s
Later Stories’ takes in the classics ‘Wireless’, ‘The Wish House’ and
‘Mary Postgate’, but its initial focus is ‘The Janeites’ (1924), in which a
damaged War veteran recalls a small group of Austen fans in his artillery
unit as an oasis of pleasure and comradeship amid the dangers of the
Western front. Kipling himself had taken comfort in sharing Austen’s
novels in time of trouble; Carrie records ‘Rud’ reading Austen aloud
to her and their daughter Elsie ‘to our great delight’ in January 1917,
when there was little other happiness in a family devastated by the loss
of John Kipling in 1915 (Brian Southam ‘Kipling and Jane Austen’
KJ 342, p.9). ‘The Janeites’ is particularly good reading during this dark
and difficult time of the coronavirus pandemic.
Paffard’s argument that Kipling worked out new techniques in the
process of writing his later stories, parallels Nathaniel Lotze’s finegrained analysis of the editing process by which the youthful Kipling
transformed ‘Pink Dominoes’ from a well-turned piece of satirical
light verse into a brilliant jest. The development of Kipling’s mature
writing is addressed in Sarah Lefanu’s excellent account of Kipling in
the Anglo-Boer War in ‘Something of Themselves’, including Kipling’s
pleasurable ten-day return to journalism as an assistant on The Friend
newspaper, his experience of being under fire as recorded in Something
of Myself, and his poems and stories associated with the war, from
the vastly successful fund-raiser ‘The Absent-Minded Beggar’ to the
baffling masterpiece ‘Mrs Bathurst’.
Part 9 of ‘Kipling’s Uncollected Journalism’, edited by Thomas
Pinney, takes us to very different places: a ball in Lahore, horsedrawn traffic on the mountain road to Simla, a meeting of the Bombay
Ethnological Society. Alastair Wilson reports the impressive variety
and liveliness of the ‘Mailbase’ correspondence this year, and there are
three equally three lively and informative ‘Letters to the Editor.’ Last
but not least come the Minutes of the Society’s 2019 AGM, and the
Accounts for 2019.
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PITY AND IMAGINATION IN LATER
KIPLING STORIES
By MARK PAFFARD
[Mark Paffard has published many articles in the Kipling Journal, of which the most
recent is ‘The Wish House and the Working Class;’, KJ 377, March 2019. This article is
based on the paper he gave to the Society in June 2019. Ed.]

I shall begin with three of my favourite Kipling characters: Anthony,
Gander and Macklin in ‘The Janeites’ from Kipling’s post-war story
collection Debits and Credits (1926). This story, related by Kipling’s
usual ‘I’ persona, has a large cast which includes, besides the principal
narrating character Humberstall, ‘an enormous flat-faced man, carrying
the shoulders, ribs and loins of the old Mark ’14 Royal Garrison
Artillery and the eyes of a bewildered retriever’,1 the artillery officers
Major Hammick and Captain Mosse, respectively a senior divorce
lawyer and the head and owner of a private detective agency, a zealous
B.S.M. (Battery Sergeant Major), a bald-headed well-meaning infantry
major who ‘chirrups like a bullfinch’, and a garrulous elderly nurse
called Sister Molyneux. Anthony is a taxi driver and like Humberstall
a Freemason belonging to ‘Faith and Works No.5837 E.C.’, a Lodge
which takes particular care of ‘Brethren’ who are damaged war
veterans. ‘Gander’, we learn from Humberstall, is the nickname of ‘a
new Lieutenant joinin’ the Mess’ (152) whose profile resembles that of
a goose,2 and who in in civil life is ‘a nactuary – workin’ out ’ow long
civilians ’ad to live’. Private Macklin, a ‘toff by birth’ and now a drunk,
(149), is a senior mess-waiter who will instruct Humberstall ‘re Jane’
(156). The story, related by the ‘I’ narrator who is visiting ‘Faith and
Works’ Lodge, is thus of two secret societies – first the Freemasons,
and secondly the ‘Janeites’ of Humberstall’s old artillery unit, who
find relief on the front line by discussing the novels of Jane Austen.
Humberstall is introduced to them through the password Tilniz an’ trapdoors: ‘I know what a trap-door is … but what in ’ell’s Tilniz?’ (155).
The conjunction of Northanger Abbey and the Western Front might
sound absurdly implausible. So C.S. Lewis argued in a famous attack,
calling the story ‘hardly forgivable’ and citing it as evidence of Kipling’s
obsession with the in-group.3 Overall I think Lewis was unfair, although
one jarring moment towards the end of the story does support his argument. Humberstall’s unit has been blown up, losing half its men and
all its officers, during ‘Jerry’s March push in ’Eighteen’ (166): [i.e.
the 1918 German Spring Offensive, when the German armies on the
Western Front advanced far into Allied-held territory, although they
failed to push through to the Channel]. While the shattered remains
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of ‘our crowd’ (171) is retreating in disorder, Humberstall gets on to
a hospital train by telling a head-nurse that another nurse reminds him
of Miss Bates in Emma. Amongst the appalling carnage and chaos of a
disorderly retreat under fire, Humberstall is waved to safety as you or
I might be waved through to an art exhibition because we hold a Tate
Modern card; Kipling seems blind here to the wider implications of the
Janeites’ privileged status. Since the Janeites are usually inclusive in
spirit, accepting even the lowly Private Humberstall, and their purpose
is to find relief from the war, Kipling’s insistence here on the instrumental value of being a Janeite feels out of place. For me, this is a minor
blemish because, on the whole, we are not supposed to take the Janeites
as a ‘Secret Society’ (152) too seriously; as the story unfolds, we get a
compelling picture of the war and its disastrous effects. Kipling’s real
point is that neither the rituals of the Lodge nor the worship of Jane
Austen have protected Humberstall. True, he finds the memory of the
Janeites a comfort, but in his shell-shocked state he knows that he will
never be ‘right’ or happy again.
Kipling builds up his picture of the Janeites through subtle details.
In the Lodge the narrator is asked to clean some ‘beautiful bits of old
Georgian silver-work, humanised by generations of elbow-grease…’
(147). The silver ‘humanised by generations’ will stand in contrast to
the inhuman destruction we are to witness later, and it’s no accident that
Jane Austen was a Georgian under George III, while the Janeites are
Georgians under George V. Now Anthony covers Humberstall’s confusion with a ‘sprightly tale’ about his taxi’s collision:
‘Every bolt an’ screw an’ nut on the chassis strained; but nothing
carried away, you understand me, an’ not a scratch on the body’…
he slapped his tactful little forehead. (150)
Of course Anthony is really explaining to the narrator what has gone
wrong with Humberstall after surviving the explosion that blew up and
buried his unit, leaving him apparently unharmed but stripped naked
both physically (‘I ’adn’t much on excep’ me boots’: 170), and spiritually by losing all his comrades. This is also an unequivocal recognition
by Kipling of shell-shock as a condition, at a time when this was still an
awkward subject, especially for the military.4
After recovering from a moment’s amnesia, Humberstall tells
Anthony and the narrator his own story. We first meet Lt. Gander in the
mess, where Mosse and Hammick have been ignoring their unattractive
junior, until
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‘…in due time, as usual, they got back to Jane. Gander cocks one of
his big chilblainy ears and cracks his cold finger-joints. “By God!
Jane?” says ’e. “Yes, Jane,” says ’Ammick, pretty short and senior.
“Praise ’Eaven!” says Gander. “It was “Bubbly” where I’ve come
from down the line.’ (152–3)
The senior officers promptly thaw, calling for another glass of port all
round and arguing whether Jane ‘died barren’ (Hammick and Gander)
or was ‘fruitful in the ’ighest sense of the word’ (Mosse).
‘I ’adn’t noticed Macklin much, or I’d ha’ seen he was bosko absoluto. Then ’e cut in, leanin’ over a packing-case with a face on ’im
like a dead mackerel in the dark. “Pa-hardon me gents,” Macklin
says, ‘but this is a matter on which I do ’appen to be moderately
well-informed. She did leave lawful issue in the shape o’ one son,
an’ is name was ’Enery James.”’
Macklin then ‘delivered ’em a lecture on this Jane-woman for more
than quarter of an hour’ measured by gun-blasts ‘at ten-minute intervals’ (153–4), concluding by falling down unconscious. Far from being
punished for being drunk and incapable on duty, – ‘ “Take ’im away,”
says ’Ammick to me. “ ’E’s sufferin’ from shell-shock.”’ (154).
I can’t fully recreate these characters without reading the whole
story out, but the point about Gander and Macklin is that Kipling is also
building this artillery unit into a little community that not only worships
Jane, but also somehow resembles one of Austen’s little communities,
complete with its thoughtful characters, its show-offs and its downright
eccentrics. Just as Mr Darcy’s pride matches his high place in the social
order and Miss Bates’ chatter fits her lowlier rank, so Major ’Ammick
can only have been a lawyer in civil life, and Macklin, the alcoholic
‘toff’ reduced to running the mess, was bound to have taught in a minor
public school (though probably not for long).5 The gentle mockery by
the officers of the overzealous Battery Sergeant-Major is also in the
spirit of Jane Austen. But while they build up this community during
a lull in the fighting, it also transpires that they are sitting ducks. One
terrible bombardment wipes them out, leaving only Humberstall, the
apprentice Janeite.
Humberstall himself never becomes the most sophisticated Austen
reader. He loves Jane Austen because her characters are so real, but
he tells Anthony that as a hairdresser in civil life, he is interested to
learn that in Jane’s day men spent a whole day ‘goin’ off to London on
’orseback for their ’air-cuts an’ shaves’ (157) He is clearly referring to
Emma, but he has missed the point of Frank Churchill going to London
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to get his hair cut as a pretext for secretly ordering a piano for Jane
Fairfax. And yet he also gets to the heart of the matter with his comment
that ‘They’re all on the make, in a quiet way, in Jane’.6
So the characters of ‘The Janeites’ are not an ‘in-group’ if in-group
means complacent or dull, as only happens in Kipling’s few bad stories.
Here, the intricate humour enhances our sense of compassion. It is
fitting, as well as clever, that the compassionate Anthony will make a
successful marriage to Humberstall’s sister, but the focus is really on
the damaged veteran’s own sad case.
‘The Janeites’ raises some points which I apply to other stories. The
first is how a fanciful idea for a plot sometimes leads to Kipling’s most
serious and compassionate work. Other examples include the use of
Mrs Ewing’s work in the redemptive ‘Fairy-Kist’, the angelic bureaucracy of ‘On the Gate’ and ‘Uncovenanted Mercies’, and the eventual
compassion even for the unpleasant Castorley in the story based on a
forgery of Chaucer, ‘Dayspring Mishandled’. 7
My second point is how important to his imagination is Kipling’s
reading and assimilation of authors he admires: Chaucer, Austen and
Keats very explicitly, but also, I will argue later, Hardy, whom he
doesn’t acknowledge. In ‘The Janeites’, Kipling’s late friend Henry
James (d. 1917) is mentioned as Jane’s ‘offspring’ (154), and I think
that is not only because of James’ Austen-like ability to show people
who are deluded or ‘on the make’, but because of the sense of compassion which James maintains for so many of them.8
Thirdly, there can be elements in Kipling’s stories which don’t quite
seem to fit. I’ve mentioned what I think is the one blemish in ‘The
Janeites’, which leads me to feel that in this and other middle and late
stories, Kipling is discovering his true subject in the process of writing.
This in turn gives the reader a feeling of uncertainty, sometimes of
puzzlement, and sometimes of discovery too; it may also be what gives
this story its freshness and energy. I think this is certainly true of two
other stories about lower class characters, ‘Wireless’ and ‘The Wish
House’.
To return to ‘The Janeites’, we can trace Kipling taking the original
idea of men getting consolation from books, which did happen in the
War,9 and developing it into an imagined ‘in-group’ in which, like many
Kipling characters, Humberstall is ‘licked into shape’, though here in a
wholly benign and comical way. I don’t think Kipling meant to suggest
that wounded men should get priority because of a ‘password’, but
he failed to realise that the comic aspect of the ‘Miss Bates’ episode
doesn’t fit with the other comic elements. He does show his predilection
for the ‘Inner Ring’, which some readers may feel more tolerant of than
others. Yet finally, we and Kipling discover that there is no consolation.
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Reminded by Anthony that ‘you came out of it all right’, Humberstall
is not comforted: ‘That’s right, but I almost wish I ’adn’t.’(266) Jane is
only a reminder of a lost civilization.
This feeling of discovery seems to me quite special to Kipling,
but also to overlap with the wider sense of uncertainty that is part of
modernism, the impact of things like mechanized warfare which affect
the human scale, and a scepticism about traditional values which no
longer seem adequate to modern existence. Like many contemporaries,
Kipling uses ghosts of one kind or another to destabilize our confidence
that things are as they appear, and sometimes to make us unsure where
our sympathies lie.10 For example, is Vickery in ‘Mrs Bathurst’ a villain
or a tragic figure? Even if Kipling told us more, I’m not sure we could
decide.11
The story ‘Wireless’ has a kind of ghost and a very fanciful plot,
and it is another of Kipling’s most compassionate stories. The back
of a chemist’s shop is being used by the owner’s nephew for an early
attempt at radio transmission. Behind the counter of the shop itself, in
a kind of parallel, the young shop assistant John Shaynor falls into a
trance and starts to ‘receive’ fragments of Keats’s poetry, mainly verses
from ‘The Eve of St Agnes’, even though he has never heard of Keats.
Shaynor has a girlfriend called Fanny Brand, and also like Keats he
has fatal tuberculosis. But as a character he is nothing like Keats; he is
conscientious and dull, although we should note that he is a craftsman
in his profession, and he is absorbed in ‘the romance of drugs – their
discovery, preparation, packing and export,’ which ‘led him to the ends
of the earth’ (215). We should notice here that poets can also ‘go to the
ends of the earth’ without leaving their desks. But we soon learn that
Shaynor is completely lacking in artistic taste. It may not be his fault
that Fanny Brand is ‘a great big fat lump of a girl’ (226), but he also
admires ‘the seductive shape on a gold-framed toilet-water advertisement’ of a young woman who ‘simpered pinkly over her pearls’ (220,
227). So far, Shaynor seems an unlikely object for our compassion,
especially as he compares so negatively with John Keats. But then
Kipling goes on to explore in great depth the tragic situation that Keats
and Shaynor share; both are desperately in love, their love will not be
consummated, and both know they will shortly die.
We have to be careful in our assessment of Shaynor. J.M.S. Tompkins
argues that he refuses to recognize the significance of the arterial blood
he coughs up. I am sure, however, that he is putting a brave face on it.12
He says ‘I shouldn’t like to be lying in my grave on a cold night like
this’ and in his trance this thought becomes original poetry:
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‘And my weak spirit fails
To think how the dead must freeze
Beneath the churchyard mould’ (229)
This echoes the start of ‘The Eve of St Agnes’, but transcends it by
replacing the hermit noticing stone effigies in a freezing chapel,
whose ‘weak spirit fails/ To think how they may ache in icy hoods and
mails’,13 with something more reminiscent of the graveyard in Book 5
of Wordsworth’s Excursion, which, to my mind, powerfully expresses
Shaynor’s fears, and in a voice that belongs to him. We also have to
be careful because our assessment of Shaynor depends on a narrator
(Kipling’s ‘I’), who responds differently at different points in the
story. In that phrase about the young woman ‘simpering pinkly over
her pearls’ his language is dismissive. But close by that we have the
magnificent description of the chemist’s shop:
Our electric lights, set low down in the windows before the tunbellied Rosamund jars, flung inward three monstrous daubs of red,
blue and green, that broke into kaleidoscopic lights on the faceted
knobs of the drug-drawers, the cut-glass scent flagons, and the bulbs
of sparklet bottles. They flushed the white-tiled floor in gorgeous
patches; splashed along the nickel-silver counter-rails, and turned
the polished mahogany counter-panels to the likeness of intricate
grained marbles – slabs of porphyry and malachite. (222)
As well as being one of Kipling’s great descriptions, and fitting in
with the mood of ‘The Eve of St Agnes’,14 this passage gives us a clue
about the narrator’s own state of heightened awareness, possibly due
to his drink of dilute alcohol and chloric ether. What happens as the
story progresses is that the narrator becomes not just an observer of
Shaynor’s trance but almost a physical participant. As he gets over his
initial amazement that Shaynor is reproducing or transmitting Keats,
he becomes sympathetic to Shaynor’s own inner longings. Watching
Shaynor writing he says:
Followed without a break ten or fifteen lines of bald prose – the
naked soul’s confession of its physical yearning for its beloved
– unclean as we count uncleanliness; unwholesome, but human
exceedingly; the raw material, so it seemed to me in that hour and in
that place, whence Keats wove the twenty-sixth, seventh and eighth
stanzas of his poem. (232)
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In these stanzas the lover, Porphyro, is spying on the beloved while
observing how she ‘Loosens her fragrant bodice ; by degrees/Her rich
attire creeps rustling to her knees.’15 Towards the end of the story we
also hear the still-tranced Shaynor in his own ‘lower-class’ voice:
‘It is very cold of mornings when the wind brings the rain and
the sleet with it. I heard the sleet on the window-pane outside and
thought of you my darling. I am always thinking of you. I wish we
could both run away like two lovers into the storm and get that little
cottage by the sea which we are always thinking about, my own
dear darling. We could sit and watch the sea beneath our windows…
‘(234)
Although in one sense this is inspired by the details in the final stanzas
of Keats’s poem, ‘the flaw-blown sleet’ of stanza 37 and ‘these lovers
fled away into the storm’ in stanza 42, in another it brings something
quite new to the story. Kipling inhabits Shaynor’s mind here in a way
that is strikingly ‘modern’ compared to the rest of the story. The way
that he renders Shaynor’s naïve outlook and makes it moving in its
context makes me think both of Thomas Hardy’s less-educated characters, and also of modernists like James Joyce who were yet to come.
And the way Kipling is willing to mingle different styles in one story is
also very modern.
Earlier in ‘Wireless’, the narrator was cautious in his response
to Shaynor’s physical longings: ‘unclean as we count uncleanliness,
but human exceedingly’, which might be excusable ‘in that time and
that place’. By the end, however, caution is overcome by excitement.
Shaynor’s erotic dreaming comes unmistakably to a physical climax
which overwhelms both him and his watcher:
Power snatched him. But this time the agony was tenfold. As I
watched it mounted like mercury in the tube. It lighted his face
within….A drop of sweat trickled from my forehead down my
nose… ‘Ouh, My God!’ From head to heel he shook – shook from
the marrow of his bones outwards… (235–6)
So the sexual movement heralded long before by the ‘streams of sparks’
(227) from the wireless transmitter reaches its conclusion. Yet for poor
Shaynor, exactly like Keats, physical longing becomes an additional
torture: which is what we the readers are made to experience in imagination. And this is why only Keats will do for Kipling’s purpose. What
Kipling calls Shaynor’s ‘bald prose’ is also an allusion to Keats’s
agonized letters to Fanny Brawne. When these were published in 1878,
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Matthew Arnold called them ‘underbred and ignoble’,16 and I can
imagine a sense of controversy over Keats still being in the air when a
teenage Kipling first read him. This negative view of Keats as oversentimental and ‘common’ went back to Keats’s own lifetime, when his first
book Endymion was dismissed by Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine
as ‘The Cockney School of Poetry’17. And tuberculosis was sometimes
associated in the early nineteenth century with emotional weakness.
Some even thought it could be caused by excessive masturbation.
So when the narrator initially presents Shaynor as callow and excessive before his toilet-water shrine, we begin to see what a double game
Kipling is playing. As we have seen, Kipling claims Shaynor’s actual
longings as identical to the ‘unclean’ desire that inspired the sensuous
richness of stanzas 26, 27, and 28 of ‘The Eve of St Agnes’. Keats
didn’t dream over toilet water ads, and his letters express his suffering
much more powerfully than Shaynor can on his own. But Keats too was
perceived as callow, and the type of suffering, which is the same for
both, is exactly what Kipling, in the end, makes us feel. Once again, I
feel that Kipling anticipates modernist techniques, but that he does so in
a half-conscious way. In playing around with the initial idea of a ‘wireless’, he himself only discovers what he thinks as the story develops.
This process of imaginative discovery also applies to ‘The Wish
House’18, although this story has no first-person narrator shifting the
point of view, and Grace Ashcroft is nothing if not truthful. What many
critics have felt uncertain about is what to make of Grace. She is in
love with Harry Mockler, a man who rejected her years ago. She goes
to a ‘Wish House’ where she asks to be allowed to take his troubles on
herself. When her illnesses begin with a boil on the leg she believes
that her wish has come true, but her leg has become cancerous and she
knows she hasn’t long to live.
Grace, at once laconic and passionate, is one of Kipling’s most
powerfully imagined characters. The uncertainty is whether the Wish
House is only a delusion brought on by her obsession with Harry, or
whether it is ‘real’and Grace is literally laying down her life for the
man she loves. J.M.S. Tompkins thought that we have to accept the
Wish House as ‘real’, because Grace isn’t what she calls ‘a hysterical
subject’,19 but others have thought that her desire for ’Arry to stay
single points to obsessive jealousy. Strangely, though, I don’t think
most readers find this uncertainty a problem as they read, though they
may do afterwards. We accept Grace, warts and all, as the saying goes.
This is quite unlike Henry James’s ‘The Turn of the Screw’, where our
uncertainty whether the malign ghosts perceived by the governess are
merely her own fantasies, is the real point of James’ story.
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My own belief is that Grace can be passionately jealous and at
the same time down-to-earth and practical. What is absolutely real
is her cancer, and what is so skilful is the way that Kipling shows us
her younger self and only slowly reveals her condition. Only towards
the end are we told ‘Human nature seldom walks up to the word
‘cancer’’(136), and only in the final lines do we get the full picture of
Grace’s ‘waxy yellow forehead’ and her ‘lips that still kept trace of their
original moulding’ (138). Then we realise how wasted she has been all
along.
Every detail of ‘The Wish House’ is compellingly realized and unsentimental. This is almost surprisingly unlike the ‘pastoral’ descriptions of
rural life in contemporary Georgian poetry, and unlike Kipling’s own
emphasis on continuity in the ‘Puck’ books. ‘The Wish House’ shows
a changing rural landscape and its effects on working-class life. We
see everyday scenes like the burning of old hop-bines, but also Grace’s
migration to London for work. We see how her friend Liz has also been
adulterously in love, ‘with a railwayman’, though they only have a
short time together before he has to move on. ’Arry, too, has moved
from local cartering to working across the country for ‘one of them big
tractorisin’ firms.’ (136) The style, with its tight frame, and with his gift
for colour, texture and sound, more restrained than in ‘Wireless’ but
still vivid, is all Kipling’s own. However I don’t think he could have
created this particular story without the influence of Thomas Hardy. In
particular we see how in such an environment people can be both practical and capable and superstitious and illogical. This is captured when
Grace describes how she deliberately rests or overstrains her bad leg
in order to help ’Arry, and says it was like regulating the temperature
of her kitchen range. (135) When she wants her pain to count towards
keeping ’Arry single (137) she is illogical, but also understandable,
since he has been her only chance at love. Such superstitions don’t
make people abnormal, but they rise to the surface when life is too hard
to bear. At the very end of Hardy’s The Woodlanders, Marty South, who
has always been hopelessly in love with Giles, speaks over his grave:
‘Now my own, own love,’ she whispered, ‘you are mine and only mine,
for she has forgot ’ee at last.’ This too is illogical and obsessive jealousy – but unlike in most literature it has no destructive force, and in the
context it makes a kind of sense.
The poem that precedes ‘The Wish House’ doesn’t quite fit with
my interpretation. ‘Late Came the God’ seems to picture Grace as a
sublime visionary: ‘Resolute, selfless, divine’ (112). Once again, I think
the answer is that Kipling only discovers the real Grace Ashcroft in
the process of writing, and once again an ingenious plot-device and
his deep assimilation of an author he admires are both present; only in
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this case Hardy is not named. Grace is so real that we almost forget the
oddness of the Wish House as a device; and because she has agency
as well as being exposed to the problems of rural life, she is surely
Kipling’s most tragic figure.
I’ll end very briefly with ‘Mary Postgate’,20 the story of the dull,
unreflecting spinster who deliberately watches a German airman die
and gets a thrill which is both vengeful and sexual. I think John Bayley
and Jan Montefiore have said all there is to say about Mary’s character,
so I will only look at the edges of the story.21 One thing that always
strikes me is that Wynn, the nephew, who dies on a training flight, is
a nasty piece of work. We see him ‘thumping her [Mary] between her
narrow shoulders, or … chasing her bleating, round the garden…at a
stiff-necked shamble very like a camel’s.’ (420) When he is grown up
his insults are constant, and the way he sets her a task he knows she will
fail at, and then uses it to heap further insults on her, is a classic form
of bullying. So I agree that the German airman is Wynn’s double, and I
think that one of Mary’s mixed emotions is an unconscious revenge on
Wynn himself.
What I want to look at here is a different flavour in Kipling’s prose,
and his use of techniques that I haven’t noticed in other stories. Of
course Kipling is a master at varying his effects to suit his subject, and
the carefully weighted flatness of the narration is well suited to Mary.
Even at her moment of greatest excitement the imagery is suited to
her undemonstrative character: ‘She thumped like a pavior through
the settling ashes at the secret thrill of it.’ (440) There is an unusual
restraint even in the moment of horror when the little Edna Garrity is
killed by a bomb. When Mary recalls Edna’s shattered body, it is just as
‘those vividly coloured strips and strings.’ (438) Compare this with the
devastation in ‘The Janeites’, where Kipling also uses great restraint,
but allows Humberstall one vivid image: ‘Then I saw something like a
mushroom in the moonlight. It was the nice old gentleman’s bald ’ead.’
(170) This flatness suits Mary, but it also seems to suit her environment.
Kipling’s description of an English village is surprisingly negative – the
social rituals in which Mary is casually made use of seem banal, the
poorer people are described as ‘accepting of everything, but…swift to
resent what they called “patronage”’(420), and the other main character, Mary’s employer Miss Fowler, sees herself as ‘stoical’, but in
reality is rather cold and self-centered.
The sentence which sets off the final, dramatic, section of ‘Mary
Postgate is telling: ‘As she lit the match that would burn her heart to
ashes, she heard a groan or a grunt behind the dense Portugal laurels.’
(435–6) At first sight the narrator is stepping in for a moment to
explain Mary to us, but a moment’s reflection suggests that the phrase
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‘the match that would burn her heart to ashes’ really belongs to Mary.
Further reflection suggests that it is possibly not telling us how Mary
really feels, but how she thinks she should feel at such a moment.
So this one phrase conveys an ambiguity and mixture of emotions,
a closeness to Mary and an ironic distance. I have come across this
technique in other writers, but not elsewhere in Kipling. The parallel
I have in mind is James Joyce. In his story ‘Eveline’, from Dubliners,
Eveline agrees to go abroad with her sailor lover Frank and escape her
unhappy home, but at the last minute her courage fails. At the crucial
moment Joyce tells us: ‘All the seas of the world tumbled around her
heart.’22 The sentence captures Eveline’s own romantic sentiments, but
ironically this romantic language has somehow turned against her. Her
young man Frank leaves her behind.23
This subtly detached rendering of Mary’s consciousness is carried
further in the final section of the story, which is brilliantly arranged
around the doomed attempts of the German airman to make any
headway against Mary’s stubborn character.
There was no doubt as to his nationality. It made her so angry that
she strode back to the destructor, though it was still too hot to use
the poker there. Wynn’s books seemed to be catching well. (436)
Mary goes to get the old revolver (also connected with the disdainful
Wynn), to the poor German’s dismay. Then ‘after a few moments’
waiting, she returned to the destructor, where the flames were failing,
and churned up Wynn’s charring books with the poker.’ (438) Mary’s
unfailing concentration on burning the books at such a charged moment
is a wonderful stroke.
There are other moments in this final section when Mary’s thought
process is bleakly funny: ‘Wynn had told her too, that trees were useful
things to break an aviator’s fall, but in this case he must have been
broken or he would have moved from his queer position.’ (437) Finally,
just before the end, Mary reflects on her life:
She hummed – Mary had never had a voice – to herself. She had
never believed in all those advanced views – though Miss Fowler
herself leaned a little that way – of woman’s work in the world; but
now she saw there was much to be said for them. This, for instance,
was her work – work which no man, least of all Dr. Hennis, would
ever have done. A man, at such a crisis, would be what Wynn called
a ‘sportsman’; would leave everything to fetch help, and would
certainly bring It into the house. Now a woman’s business was to
make a happy home for – for a husband and children. Failing these
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– it was not a thing one should allow one’s mind to dwell upon but –
‘Stop it!’ Mary cried once more across the shadows. (439–40)
‘Failing these –’ Failing what? It’s not clear that Mary knows, or can
face up to, what she means; but that little catch in her inner voice when
she dwells on the possibility of a husband and children is telling. It
seems to me that there is strong compassion for Mary here in spite of
what Miss Fowler calls her ‘deadly methodical’ nature (430). It’s true
that in this passage we also have the Kipling trope of women being more
‘deadly’ than men,24 and his apparent rejection of civilized behavior as
an adequate response to Germans. Yet these are wholly transmuted by
being filtered through Mary, a woman whose repressed life makes her
unable to really profit from her one moment of self-revelation. And this
highly perceptive account of how an ordinary person experiences such
a moment, with intense feeling but without being able to shed their
ingrained characteristics, also makes me think of Joyce. The manner in
which Mary’s thoughts are rendered here through indirect monologue
might be compared with the way Joyce handles Mr. Duffy in ‘A Painful
Case’ or Gabriel Conroy in ‘The Dead’, both also from Dubliners.
Of course the important thing in all the stories I’ve discussed is not
Kipling’s relationship to other writers per se, but the amazing variety
of gifts he has at his disposal. However, out of curiosity, it is worth
speculating whether Joyce could have influenced Kipling. It is just
possible. Dubliners was published in June 1914 by Grant Richards in
London, and quite well reviewed (by this time Joyce had the backing
of Ezra Pound). Kipling began ‘Mary Postgate’, in March 1915 and
the story was first published in September 1915. In September 1914
John Kipling had joined the Irish Guards, and in March 1915 he went
to Dublin to collect a party of 34 recruits.25 Could this have encouraged
Kipling to pick up a book of stories by a young Irish author? Whatever
he thought of Joyce’s Dubliners overall wouldn’t have prevented him
from assimilating new prose techniques that he could put to use. Yet
what really matters is not literary technique but the imagination and
skill with which Kipling arouses our compassion for ordinary but
highly individual people.
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NOTES
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Rudyard Kipling ‘The Janeites’, Debits and Credits, p.149. All references to this
edition. Page references throughout are to the standard Macmillan editions of
Kipling’s story collections.
A gander is a male goose. Most likely Lt. Gander’s profile displays a long beaky
nose emphasised by a receding chin, and an unusually long neck. [Ed.]
C.S. Lewis ‘Kipling’s World’ (1954), collected in Elliot L. Gilbert (ed.) Kipling and
the Critics (New York University Press, 1965), pp. 99–117. Although balanced with
some admiration, Lewis’s main charge is that Kipling is the ‘slave of the inner ring’.
This applies to 1924, the date when ‘The Janeites’ first appeared. A Commission
of Enquiry in 1922 had recognised the condition, somewhat grudgingly., and one
general still maintained it did not happen in ‘good units’. See the article at https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shell_shock
‘Minor public school ‘is my own embroidery; Humberstall simply says : ‘’E said
’e’d been some sort of schoolmaster once’ (161). [Yes, Macklin sounds very like
an ex-public-school master, possibly even a disreputable relation of Mr King in
‘Regulus.’ Like King, Macklin is an impassioned and brilliant teacher of the subject
he loves, a stickler for thoroughness and accuracy, and much given to throwing
floridly inventive insults at a slow pupil; compare King’s mockery of Beetle with
‘You lazy-minded, lousy-headed, long-trousered, perfumed perookier’ (157). Ed.]
Humberstall illustrates Austen’s economic realism with a stinging summary of
Major-General Tilney’s treatment of Catherine in Northanger Abbey, adding brilliantly that Jane ‘put it all down so naked it made you ashamed.’ (159–60)
See ‘On the Gate’ from Debits and Credits (1926), ‘Fairy-Kist,’ ‘Dayspring
Mishandled’ and ‘Uncovenanted Mercies’ from Limits and Renewals (1932).
Examples of Henry James’ compassion are his handling of John Marcher’s delusion
in The Beast in the Jungle, and of Kate Croy and Merton Densher’s actions in The
Wings of the Dove. Like Kipling’s, his compassion includes those with flaws of
character (like Macklin in ‘The Janeites’).
Kipling was right about the novels of Jane Austen giving solace to men in the
front line. This was true in the Second World War as well. My father the late Hugh
Montefiore served as an artillery officer in the Royal Buckinghamshire Yeomanry,
taking part in the hard-fought Battle of Kohima (8th April–22nd June 1944). I
remember hearing from him how in Burma, when he was off duty, he would turn to
his copies of Emma and Pride and Prejudice. [Ed.]
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I am indebted for this point to Jan Montefiore, Rudyard Kipling, p.135.
‘Mrs Bathurst’ and ‘Wireless’, below, are collected in Traffics and Discoveries
(1904). All references are to this edition.
Tompkins The Art of Rudyard Kipling, p. 93.
Keats ‘The Eve of St Agnes’ stanza 2, lines 8–9.
Jan Montefiore in Rudyard Kipling pp. 140–1 identifies this description as Keatsian,
as well as looking forward in its parodic aspect to ‘A Game of Chess’ in Eliot’s The
Waste Land. [Randall Jarrell in ‘The English in England’ (1963) cites this passage
as an instance of Kipling’s mastery: ‘One feels after reading this: well, no one ever
again will have to describe a drugstore; many of Kipling’s descriptive sentences
have this finality.’ Jarrell, Kipling, Auden & Co.: Essays and Reviews 1935–1965
(Manchester, Carcanet , 1980), p. 362. Ed.]
Keats op. cit stanza 26
For Arnold’s intensely disapproving response to Keats’ letters in Studies of the
English Poets (1880) and the belief cited below. at the end of this paragraph, that
tuberculosis might be caused by excessive masturbation, see Andrew Motion’s
biography, Keats (Faber and Faber, London 1997), p 415
See Elizabeth Cook, Introduction to John Keats, Selected Poetry (OUP World’s
Classics 1994), xiii–xiv
Kipling ‘The Wish House’, Debits and Credits (1926)
Tompkins, p. 208
Kipling A Diversity of Creatures (1917). All references are to this edition.
Jan Montefiore, Rudyard Kipling, pp152-4
Joyce Dubliners (Penguin Books 1956), p. 38.
We do not know for sure whether Frank himself is genuine, but this doesn’t affect
the fact that Eveline is ‘paralysed’ by her own mode of thought.
Most famously in his poem ‘The Female of the Species’.
According to Harry Ricketts, Kipling began writing ‘Mary Postgate’ in early
March 1915 (The Unforgiving Minute, p.318), though the story first appeared on
1st September 1915 in Nash’s Magazine (New Reader’s Guide,www.kiplingsociety.
co.uk). For John Kipling’s visit to Dublin during his year of training before going to
France, see Ricketts p. 320.
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PRAGMATICS AND PUNCH LINES: THE
EDITED HUMOR OF ‘PINK DOMINOES’
By NATHANIEL LOTZE
[Nathaniel Lotze is a lecturer in English at Dhofar University, Salalah, Oman. Ed.]

Kipling’s sense of humour has been written about, but mostly in passing,
as though it were a mere corollary to his more elevated outpourings.
He was, as Goodenough writes, ‘no professional humourist like Mark
Twain or Jerome K. Jerome’1 – but only in terms of volume. Humour
was their bread and butter, not his. But when it crops up, Kipling’s
sense of humour is by no means inferior to theirs, nor a happy accident of his passion and knowledge as a poet whereby he helped to bind
together the society in which he lived. It was as deliberate and finetuned as his metere
It is in Departmental Ditties that the two – Kipling’s poetry and his
sense of humour – collide most delightfully. His writings span half a
century, but nearly all of his light verse dates from the 1880s during
his time in Lahore as a journalist for the Gazette. Writing it, Kipling
comments, kept him ‘healthy and amused,’2 and he made a name for
himself by publishing it in that newspaper from time to time. In 1886, he
collected some of the poems into his first book: a ‘lean oblong docket,
wire-stitched, to imitate a D.O. Government envelope, printed on one
side only, bound in brown paper, and secured with red tape.’3 And it is
here, and in its later editions, that the sum – more or less – of Kipling’s
light verse resides. Most of his later poetry comprises either loftier lyrical
stuff or portraits of soldiery in all its dust, grit, thirst, and itch, with very
little, if anything, to smile at.4 Departmental Ditties, meanwhile, though
perhaps less mature than some of his pathos-filled work, is Kipling at
his most playful. There is a freshness to the verses: the voice of an eager
youngster finding his place in the world before it, with all its cruelties,
both petty and bloody, has to his sorrow found its place in him.
The poem that I wish to consider here is ‘Pink Dominoes.’ It was
first published in the Civil and Military Gazette on March 30, 1886, and
again when Departmental Ditties came out that June. Later that year, it
was reprinted in the second edition of Departmental Ditties by Thacker,
Spink, & Co. in Calcutta. By 1888, it was on its third edition and bound
for the London publishing houses, as Kipling had dreamt.5
‘Pink Dominoes,’ though, was not the same poem. In Thacker,
Spink, & Co.’s 1888 edition, it had a new stanza; in the third, this last
stanza was gone. Kipling, I believe, realized that the poem worked
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better as a Joke Proper, which ‘turns on sudden perception of incongruity,’6 and edited it to that effect.
‘HIGHER EDITING’

As I have noted, Kipling edited ‘Pink Dominoes’ twice as part of the
painstaking editing process that he undertook with most of his work.7
Kipling himself notes that when it comes to editing, ‘a tale from which
pieces have been raked out is like a fire that has been poked.’8 For ‘Pink
Dominoes,’ the net change to the poem’s length was nil, but it became a
demonstrably funnier piece of writing thanks to Kipling’s edits.
Kipling’s humour is built upon farce. While he delights in the art
of the pun, his foundation is the Situation: ‘the inevitable outcome of
the interplay between his characters.’9 At the same time, it behooves us
to remember that the line between poetry and performance as literary
forms was in Kipling’s day a bit fuzzier than it is nowadays. Poetry was
meant for performance: to be read aloud or reeled off from memory
at a time when the memorization of hundreds of lines was de rigueur
in English schools. Kipling’s light verse, then, was a sort of harbinger
of today’s stand-up routine and best analysed from the standpoint of
pragmatics to determine why he edited ‘Pink Dominoes’ as he did – and
why the changes were for the better.
ANALYSIS

‘Pink Dominoes’ begins with what is in effect the moral of the story:
“They are fools who kiss and tell” –
Wisely has the poet sung.
Man may hold all sorts of posts
If he’ll only hold his tongue.
And it is a story, in which one character is mistaken for another and
whose plot can be mapped from its set-up through the build-up to its
climax and at last to its denouement. Pragmatically, the first stanza
functions as a boundaried topical movement that sets forth the story of
two lovers at a ball: the speaker (a junior official) and his fiancée, who
is wearing a pink domino, or long silk cloak. The pair have arranged
to slip outside after the third dance ‘to sit in the dusk and spoon,’ as
Kipling puts it.
Thus set up, the plot builds. The speaker goes outside and is joined
shortly by a woman wearing a pink domino. They share a kiss in the
darkness, and as the woman murmurs a name – but it is not the speaker’s! – She looks up, shrieks, and flees. It is then that the speaker spies
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his fiancée coming and realizes to his horror that he has ‘embraced an
alien waist.’
The following morning, the speaker learns that the wife of one
Sir Julian House, the cantonment’s ‘big Political gun,’ also wore a
pink domino to the ball. But there is a twist; It was not, of course, the
speaker’s name that Sir Julian’s wife murmured, but –
Sir J. was old, and her hair was gold,
And her eye was a blue cerulean,
And the name she said when she turned her head
Was not in the least like ‘Julian.’
The poem ends by looping back to the moral in the first stanza:
Now wasn’t it nice, when want of pice
Forbade us twain to marry,
That old Sir J. in the kindest way,
Made me his Secretarry?10
The implication, of course, is that the speaker (no fool, he) has held
his tongue about the erroneous rendezvous in return for a plum post,
courtesy of Sir Julian’s wife.
The poem is more than a little redolent, in both title and plot, of
James Albery’s adaptation – Brewster calls it a translation11 – of the
French farce Les dominos roses by Delacour and Hennequin, which
pits a society woman and her bosom friend against their philandering
husbands at a masquerade ball. The pair, incognito in their matching
pink dominoes, have a go at entrapping the menfolk, but their scheme
is turned upside-down by the adventures of the society woman’s flirtatious servant, who has likewise borrowed her mistress’ old pink
domino, with amusing, if predictable, results. Kipling must have at least
heard of the play, which opened on March 31, 1877, and ran for a thenrecord 555 performances at the Criterion, one of London’s leading light
comedy houses. It is curious that no Kipling scholar has commented on
the coincidence.12
So much for the poem’s plot. Let us turn to Kipling’s edits.
1. The first edit was a new stanza appended to the set-up, just after
the line about sitting in the dusk and spooning. It reads:
(I wish you to see that Jenny and Me
Had barely exchanged our troth;
So a kiss or two was strictly due
By, from, and between us both.)
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This is, as the parentheses suggest, an aside, but a clever one. It acts as
a coda to the set-up, manoeuvering the poem around to the scene itself.
Without it, the poem is rather breathless: it races from set-up to build-up
with nary a moment’s rest. What the new stanza does pragmatically is
to give the reader (or listener) that moment – very nearly a wink – that
paces the poem a bit better and, at the same time, more coherently flags
the move between the different parts of its plot.
2. The second of Kipling’s edits is the poker to the poem’s fire: the
last stanza was dropped altogether. The effect is to throw off the poem’s
symmetry since the first and last stanzas act together as brackets, and
the back bracket is now gone. Yet the poem does not fall flat; rather, it is
less rigidly poetic in form and more of a joke by stopping at the climax
(‘And the name she said when she turned her head/ Was not in the least
like ‘Julian.’), which becomes a punch line. There is, then, no dénouement (none is needed), and the poem is trimmed down to the felicitous
AAB structure that characterizes jokes, where B is the punch line.13
Interestingly, the first stanza is kept. In the absence of the dénouement, it feels a bit non sequitur. What, we wonder, does holding one’s
tongue (or post, for that matter) have to do with the infidelities of Sir
Julian’s wife? Yet it does not diminish the joke, for its role is different.
The first stanza is no longer a bracket but a framing technique: a rather
more eloquent topical movement than saying ‘Have you heard the one
about such-and-such?’ but one that accomplishes the same thing pragmatically. The moral is no longer the point. The punch line is. As Silas
Drift observed in his column for Puck (1877):
Farces are not written to instruct. They are written to be laughed
over. If you will with might and main try to force a moral out of a
farce, it is your own fault if your enjoyment slackens and your virtue
winces.14
Drift was writing about Albery’s play, but his point stands apropos
of Kipling’s ‘Pink Dominoes,’ too. Like E.L. Blanchard, I balk at the
thought of casually playing a dalliance for laughs as though it were
merely a boy’s frolic (or, here, a girl’s) with some spirit in it, and not
a thing that in real life wounds as deeply in its way as the tulwars and
flying bullets in Kipling’s grimmer work. Yet it is not the dalliance that
makes ‘Pink Dominoes’ so funny, but the sheer, swift blunder whereby
it comes to light.
And that is how, rather than a parable about discretion, ‘Pink
Dominoes’ became during the editing process a Joke Proper. Kipling
was a competent humourist in the pragmatic sense of that word, but his
edits make for a more crackling performance. And in the end, this paper
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is the equivalent of a ditty: short, breezy, and possessing of little erudition aside from the observation that as clever a humourist as Kipling
was, he still wanted – and got – do-overs.
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APPENDIX
Pink Dominoes
‘They are fools who kiss and tell’ –
Wisely has the poet sung.
Man may hold all sorts of posts
If he’ll only hold his tongue.
Jenny and Me were engaged, you see,
On the eve of the Fancy Ball;
So a kiss or two was nothing to you
Or any one else at all.
Jenny would go in a domino –
Pretty and pink and warm
While I attended, clad in a splendid
Austrian uniform.
Now we had arranged, through notes exchanged
Early that afternoon,
At Number Four to waltz no more,
But to sit in the dusk and spoon.
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(I wish you to see that Jenny and Me
Had barely exchanged our troth;
So a kiss or two was strictly due
By, from, and between us both.)
[Thacker, Spink, & Co. 2nd edition, et al.]

When Three was over, an eager lover,
I fled to the gloom outside;
And a Domino came out also
Whom I took for my future bride.
That is to say, in a casual way,
I slipped my arm around her;
With a kiss or two (which is nothing to you),
And ready to kiss I found her.
She turned her head and the name she said
Was certainly not my own;
But ere I could speak, with a smothered shriek
She fled and left me alone.
Then Jenny came, and I saw with shame
She’d doffed her domino;
And I had embraced an alien waist
But I did not tell her so.
Next morn I knew that there were two
Dominoes pink, and one
Had cloaked the spouse of Sir Julian House,
Our big Political gun.
Sir J. was old, and her hair was gold,
And her eye was a blue cerulean;
And the name she said when she turned her head
Was not in the least like ‘Julian.’
[Now wasn’t it nice, when want of pice
Forbade us twain to marry,
That old Sir J. in the kindest way,
Made me his Secretarry?
First edition, Civil and Military Gazette]
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NOTES
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Goodenough, 26.
Kipling, ‘My first book,’ 6.
Ibid., 7-8.
The children’s poems in Kipling’s Just So Stories are a notable exception.
Kipling, ‘My first book,’ 8.
C.S. Lewis, 21.
Ferguson, 115
Kipling, Something of Myself, 121.
Goodenough, 26.
A pice was a coin worth 1/64 of a rupee, but the word was (and still is) used idiomatically in Hindi to mean ‘money.’ Note, too, the spelling of ‘Secretarry,’ which
is meant to stave off the syllable dropping of Received Pronunciation and preserve
the rhyme with ‘marry.’
Brewster, 372.
Kipling may even have seen Albery’s play when he was a teenager. If the adaptation
of Les Dominos Rouges ran in London until 1879, which 555 performances suggest
it did, then one of his London relatives, such as ‘Uncle Ned’ Burne-Jones, might
well have taken him to it during one of the school holidays he spent with the ‘three
dear ladies’ of Warwick Gardens, Kensington (Something of Myself, 21). [Ed.]
Rozin et al., 349. A dénouement that is not a tag line – a sort of second punch line
– has the effect of beating its joke into the ground. Working out the implications of
the last stanza of ‘Pink Dominoes’ takes a bit too long for it to work as a tag line.
Drift, 10.
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SOMETHING OF THEMSELVES
By SARAH LEFANU
[Sarah Lefanu is writer, dramatist and biographer whose books include Rose Macaulay
(2003) and the acclaimed memoir-biography S is for Samora (2012). The article printed
below, which began as the very well received paper she gave to the Kipling Society in
February 2020, is based on her group biography Something of Themselves: Kipling,
Kingsley, Conan Doyle and the Anglo-Boer War (2020), which will be reviewed later
this year in the Kipling Journal. Ed.]

On 11 October 1899 war was declared between the British Government
and the Boer Republics of the Transvaal and the Orange Free State.
Twelve days earlier, on 29 September, the Times, the New York Tribune
and the Boston Globe had published a poem by Rudyard Kipling called
‘The Old Issue’. It was a rallying-cry to the English-speaking world
to stand up to the tyranny of Transvaal President Paul Kruger, characterised in the poem as ‘Sloven, sullen, savage, secret, uncontrolled,/
Laying on a new land evil of the old– …’ (Kipling was keen on ‘sullen’;
earlier in the year he had used it twice in ‘The White Man’s Burden’).
Kipling was delighted when he heard that war had been declared.
He dashed up to London from The Elms in Rottingdean to dine with
Colonial Secretary Joseph Chamberlain and discuss the details of this
exciting, if not unexpected, development. Not unexpected, for Kipling’s
close friends in South Africa, the ambitious eccentric former Prime
Minister of Cape Colony Cecil Rhodes (he had lost the premiership as
a consequence of the disastrous Jameson Raid in 1895) and the current
Governor Sir Alfred Milner, had been pushing for war for months. War
with the Transvaal had been firmly on their agenda when the Kiplings
had been staying in Cape Town eighteen months previously.
Kipling had first visited Cape Town, briefly, in 1891. He had spent
an enjoyable time larking about with the British Navy at their base in
Simon’s Town on False Bay, on the eastern side of the Cape peninsula, and picnicking on the sandswept windy beaches, one of which
some years later would become the frame setting for his story ‘Mrs
Bathurst’ (of which more later). The second time, another happy visit,
was with Carrie and the children in 1898, when the two little girls had
run around barelegged in their Cape Town garden, while Rudyard
and Carrie had dined out with Rhodes and Milner and discussed great
schemes of British imperial expansion across Africa. By then both
Rhodes and Milner were committed to championing the demand of the
uitlanders – outlanders or foreigners, many of them Englishmen, drawn
to the Transvaal by the promise of gold – for voting rights in the Boer
Republic; such a demand provided an excellent excuse for war.
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A few days after his meeting with Chamberlain, Kipling began work
on ‘The Absent-Minded Beggar’, the kind of rollicking ballad of which
he was a master. The poem demanded that the public put its money
where its patriotic mouth was, and cough up on behalf of the dependents
of each ‘gentleman in khaki ordered south’, that is, the ‘absent-minded
beggar’ of the title, who is being sent off to war on a shilling a day and
forgets, or is unable, to make provision for the women and children he
leaves behind.
‘The Absent-Minded Beggar’ was published in the Daily Mail on
the last day of October 1899. The Mail’s owner, Alfred Harmsworth,
commissioned an illustration from the prolific and popular artist Richard
Caton Woodville. His drawing of a wounded Tommy, with bandaged
head and rifle at the ready, was widely reproduced both alongside the
poem and separately, appearing on ash-trays, mugs, trays, biscuit-tins,
handkerchiefs, tea sets and table linen. It proved a brilliant stroke of
merchandising, and money poured in. Kipling’s original manuscript
was auctioned off for over £500. Once Arthur Sullivan (of Gilbert and
Sullivan) had put the words to music the song was played in saloon
bars, in music-halls and on street-corner barrel-organs. So irritatingly
ubiquitous did the poem become that Kipling claimed he would cheerfully have murdered the man who wrote it, had that not entailed his own
suicide. Eventually the fund topped £250,000.
At that stage everyone believed the war would be over by Christmas.
What chance did 30,000 Bible-toting farmers have against the disciplined might of the British Army?
By Christmas, however, British confidence was badly shaken. The
Boer farmers had turned out to be rather better armed than the British had
expected, and their fighting strategy, if unusual, was highly effective. A
string of unexpected military defeats – three of them in what was being
called ‘Black Week’ – resulted in shockingly high casualty rates. On top
of that, hundreds of British soldiers had been taken prisoner, an unheardof humiliation; inside the British territories of Natal and the Cape, the
towns of Ladysmith, Kimberley and Mafeking were under siege.
When Kipling was advised to travel to the warm south for the winter
months, his lungs not having fully recovered from the nearly-fatal
double pneumonia he had suffered earlier that year, the obvious place
to go was South Africa, to spend time with his friend Cecil Rhodes and
to help the war effort in any way he could.
But there was another, pressing reason, and for this we must go back
to the beginning of that year, 1899, and to the tragedy that had struck the
Kiplings. They had lost their first-born child, six-year-old Josephine,
Rudyard’s ‘sweetest infant in all the world’, the Best Beloved of his
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Just So Stories.1 The need to escape his desperate grief was as much
an impetus as any other to leave the cold wet English winter and head
south not only to warmth, but to the welcome distraction of war.
After a dreary Christmas – their first without Josephine and all
of them were ill – they set sail for South Africa on 20 January 1900,
on the troopship Kinfauns Castle, along with hundreds of CIVs (City
of London Volunteers) and their horses. Kipling’s spirits rose almost
immediately. Rud ‘enjoys himself with the volunteers,’ noted Carrie
in her diary.2 The enjoyment was mutual. At one of the ship’s concerts
he recited ‘The Song of the Banjo’, his poem of praise to that humble
musical instrument. Familiar to many of the men – it had appeared in
his 1896 collection The Seven Seas – they were able to join in with its
rousing choruses: ‘With my tumpa-tumpa-tumpa-tum-pa-tump!’ goes
one of them; ‘In the desert where the dung-fed camp-smoke curled/
There was never voice before us till I led our lonely chorus,/ I – the
war-drum of the White Man round the world!’
On arrival in Cape Town the Kiplings went directly to the Mount
Nelson Hotel, a glorious watering-hole set amidst beautiful gardens,
nestling amongst the pines that clothed the slopes of Table Mountain. It
had opened only eleven months earlier, and was the first hotel in South
Africa to offer its guests hot and cold running water. Army officers,
journalists, politicians and businessmen rubbed shoulders with adventurers of all kinds including the ‘heartless Society butterflies’, as war
artist Mortimer Menpes called them,3 whose webs of gossip and intrigue
reminded Kipling of the Indian hill-station of Simla and the English
ladies who had given him the prototypes for Mrs Hauksbee and Mrs
Reiver of his Plain Tales from the Hills. Here he fell in with a group of
journalists: American Julian Ralph of the Daily Mail, Perceval Landon
and Leo Amery, both of the Times, Bennet Burleigh of the Telegraph,
and Howell Gwynne of Reuters news agency.
Newly-appointed Commander-in-Chief Field-Marshal Lord Roberts
was an old acquaintance of Kipling’s from India – the subject of his
early, cheeky but admiring poem “‘Bobs”’. Rudyard and Carrie dined
with him regularly, and he provided Kipling with a military pass that
allowed him to go wherever he wanted. As on their previous South
African trip, they dined too in Government House with Sir Alfred
Milner, who confided in Kipling his gloomy concerns over the loyalty
to Britain of the Cape Boers.
Kipling at once threw himself into visiting the sick and wounded
men in the understaffed military hospitals in the Cape Town suburbs,
and distributing blankets, pyjamas and tobacco. Hignett’s True
Affection – a cake of tobacco that could be chewed as well as smoked
– was a popular brand.
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On the evening of 22 February, he joined the Red Cross Ambulance
Train No. 3, to travel on the single-track line up to the railhead on
the Modder River to pick up the wounded from the ongoing Battle of
Paardeberg, and return with them to Cape Town. The fight was then
in its fifth day; Lord Kitchener was visiting hellfire on the Boers who,
under General Piet Cronjé, had dug themselves into the banks of the
Modder River and were trapped there. Kipling wrote up the journey
for readers back home – ‘With Number 3’ appeared serially in the
Daily Mail from 21 to 25 April 1900 – with a characteristic mixture of
detailed observation and mythologising:
… Since she started from no known platform I came aboard early,
and while we lay silent as a ship in port, the big stock-pot purring
in the kitchen, the bottles clicking in the pharmacy as the doctor
counted them over, I felt that peace had never been in our generation – that Number Three Hospital Train – iodoform-scented,
washed, scrubbed , and scoured – had plied since the beginning of
time … We slipped out of Cape Town into the twilight at a steady
twenty-five mile an hour on our six-hundred-mile journey North.
… A single track, lifting and dancing in the heat, the brown, hairless hills dusted with split stones, the sleek mirages, the knots of
khaki figures, the dingy tents, repeated themselves as though we
were running in circles …4
At the railhead they picked up those of the wounded who had survived the
thirty-mile journey from the battlefield in bullock-carts. Lance-Corporal
George Harris had had his right arm amputated. He was one of a number
of wounded men who dictated a letter home, which Kipling transcribed.
At the bottom of the letter Kipling wrote a note to the young man’s mother:
‘(Dictated RK) The above statements are true. Your son is coming on very
well,’ before signing it with his full name.5 As South African critic Renée
Durbach notes, Kipling’s signature, worth at least ten shillings, was an
added bonus for the wives and mothers scraping to get by at home.6
During the three weeks between his return to Cape Town, and
before he headed north and east once again to Bloemfontein, Kipling
wrote what would be his first dispatch home. On 15 March the Times
published ‘The Sin of Witchcraft’, an angry tirade against the Cape
rebels, the Boer farmers under British jurisdiction in the Cape Colony
who supported the enemy, and also their parliamentary representatives
in the Afrikaner Bond party. He took his title, ‘The Sin of Witchcraft’,
from 1 Samuel XV: ‘Rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry.’ As Kipling saw it, the Cape Boers,
farmers and politicians, were traitors to Britain and her empire.
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By the time ‘The Sin of Witchcraft’ was published, Bloemfontein,
the capital of the Orange Free State, had fallen to Lord Roberts and
his troops. It lay directly east of newly-relieved Kimberley, across 100
miles of flat veldt; 250 miles to the north-east of it, on the Witwatersrand,
amongst the gold mines over which the war was essentially being
fought, stood Johannesburg, with Pretoria, capital of the Transvaal
Republic, thirty-five miles further north.
Lord Roberts was highly sensible of the value of a friendly press.
There had been two English-language newspapers in Bloemfontein,
both pro-Boer. Roberts shut down one, and commandeered the other,
which was called The Friend of the Free State. Three of the war correspondents travelling with the troops – Howell Gwynne, Julian Ralph
and Perceval Landon – were appointed editors of what became simply
The Friend; it was, of course, the Friend of the British Army. A few
days later Kipling received a telegram from Lord Roberts inviting him
to join the staff of the paper.
Kipling had not worked as a journalist for many years: he returned
to the task with enthusiasm. He loved the deadlines, the jokes, the
smells of ink and dust, the camaraderie. ‘Never again will there be such
a paper,’ he wrote later to Julian Ralph, ‘never such a staff – never such
fine Larqs as we ’uns had.’7 While his co-editors had to file stories every
evening for their own papers at home, Kipling had no other duties, and
could devote himself to The Friend. “Now what shall I do?” Julian
Ralph recorded him saying. “Write a poem, fill out cables or correct
proofs?”8 Many corrections were needed: the surly pro-Boer compositors were suspected of sabotage.
The troops, invited to submit their own verses, were quick to
respond, often, indeed, submitting work in the style of Rudyard Kipling.
The paper published games, competitions, a lengthy correspondence
that ran under the heading ‘Should Beards be worn in War?’, and
riddles, many of which were contributions from Kipling. ‘Why did the
owl ’owl? Because the woodpecker would peck her,’ and ‘Why did the
whale wail? Because the smelt smelt,’ and other such schoolboy jokes
helped cheer up the exhausted, wounded and ill soldiers. Circulation
leapt from a paltry 400 to 5000.
One of The Friend’s regular features was an interview with a
‘person of note’, illustrated with a portrait drawing. An account of this
series of interviews is given by Mortimer Menpes in his illustrated book
War Impressions. The first ‘person of note’ to be interviewed, Menpes
recounts, was a British member of Parliament who was visiting the
town to enquire into the state of the army medical services. When the
interview was published he complained loudly about the accompanying sketch, claiming that not only were the features totally unlike
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his, but that the hair, which was, according to Menpes, ‘always a tender
point with him’, bore no resemblance to his own.9 A day or two later
another interview appeared, accompanied by the same portrait as the
first one. MPs, Generals, Arthur Conan Doyle (who had come out to
South Africa – having failed to be accepted into the army as a volunteer – as a physician with a private field hospital, which was posted to
Bloemfontein); all were illustrated by the same dapper gentleman with
neatly parted hair, curling moustache and goatee beard. Menpes went
round to the offices of The Friend to find out what was going on. The
editors explained that they had commissioned a pen and ink sketch to
go with the first interview, but had been unable to reproduce it. They
had found, however, beneath some rubbish at the back of a cupboard, an
old wooden block advertising a well-known hair-restorer. They decided
that the image on it would do just nicely – for every single person of
note. Larks indeed!
Amidst all the jokes and high jinks The Friend carried serious material: official proclamations from Lord Roberts in both English and
Dutch, information on curfew hours, and war news from across South
Africa. Kipling wrote and published a valedictory poem to the Boer
General Piet Joubert, who was admired by the British for his gallantry,
when news came of his death. Stating that Joubert ‘gave his life/ To a
lost cause’, the poem looked forward to a time when Briton and Boer
would be reconciled, and could live together in peace. The sentiments
were quite unlike those he had expressed in ‘The Sin of Witchcraft’.
What was not reported in the pages of The Friend, however, was the
increasing number of cases of enteric fever, or typhoid. The paper was
meant to boost morale, not to undermine it.
Although Kipling had left Bloemfontein by the time the epidemic
reached its height, while he was there so many men were already dying
that the two ‘ceremonial’ Union Jacks in each battalion that were
customarily used to cover coffins on their way to burials were in such
demand that corpses were being lowered into the ground covered in
a Service blanket. He was appalled by what he called ‘the utter carelessness, officialdom and ignorance,’ which he held responsible for the
death rate. ‘… I have seen men drinking raw Modder-river a few yards
below where the mules were staling … The most important medical
office in any Battalion ought to be Provost-Marshal of Latrines.’10
The snobbish, antiquated, English upper-class frame of mind that
viewed the digging of latrines as work beneath the dignity of white men
was responsible, in Kipling’s view, for the deaths of so many soldiers.
That attitude was instrumental in transforming the pretty little town of
Bloemfontein into the hell-hole that the Tommies, in ‘The Parting of the
Columns’, called ‘Bloomingtyphoidtein’.
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What Kipling saw was bad enough, but he had left Bloemfontein by
the time of the full-scale typhoid epidemic, after the seizure by a small
band of Boer commandos of the waterworks that supplied the town.
Arthur Conan Doyle had come out to the war imagining he would be
treating those wounded in battle; instead he found himself ‘in the midst
of death – death in its vilest, filthiest form’. At the same time, 600 miles
away in Simon’s Town, the writer Mary Kingsley was nursing the Boer
POWs who had surrendered at Paardeberg and were now, also, stricken
with typhoid. She herself would contract the disease and die in South
Africa. Mary Kingsley is the only one of the nurses Kipling writes about
in his poem ‘Dirge of Dead Sisters’ (1902) to be singled out from the
crowd: she is commemorated in it as ‘Her who fell in Simon’s Town, in
service on our foes.’ Over half of the 22,000 imperial troops who lost
their lives during the course of the war died of disease, mainly typhoid.
It was during his time in Bloemfontein that Kipling came under
fire for the first and only time in his life. About twenty miles north of
the town, on the far side of the River Modder, stretched a line of hills.
Here, near where the railway line cut through at a place called Karee,
a commando of Transvaal Boers had set up a base. They were led by
one of the young commanders, Koos de la Rey, who, along with Louis
Botha and Christiaan de Wet, had now picked up the reins of power
from Kruger’s old guard and were turning the conflict into a guerrilla
war. General French was dispatched from Bloemfontein to rout them
out.
By now Bennet Burleigh of the Daily Telegraph, whom Kipling had
met at the Mount Nelson, had arrived in Bloemfontein. Burleigh was
a great fixer, and in this instance he got hold of a Cape cart which he
stocked with provisions and with Kipling set out into ‘the enormous
pale landscape’, as Kipling described it in his memoir, towards Karee
Siding.11 They climbed out near a deserted-looking thatched farmhouse that was flying the white flag of neutrality. Nobody else seemed
to be around, apart from a ‘wandering Colonial, bored to extinction’,
who told them nothing was happening and there was nothing to see.
Soon guns started going off, and when they themselves came under
fire Burleigh speculated that he and Kipling were being mistaken for
the Something-or-Other Light Horse. In his account in Something of
Myself of what became known as the Battle of Karee Siding, Kipling
captured brilliantly the simultaneity, under fire in wartime, of specific
close-up experience and utter ignorance of the wider picture. He noted
the particularities of the different guns. Krupp shells arrived every
twenty minutes, fired from too far away to do more than throw up
dirt. In between whiles, ‘we waited, seeing nothing in the emptiness,
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and hearing only a faint murmur as of wind along gas-jets, running
in and out of the unconcerned hills.’ Then the pom-poms, the ‘nasty
little one-pounders’. ‘On soft ground they merely thudded,’ he
observed, while ‘on rock-face the shell breaks up and yowls like a cat.’
Kipling claimed he had enjoyed ‘as merry a day as ever I spent’. His
general view of the war, and the fighting, however, was considerably
more sour. ‘The Boers hit us just as hard and just as often as they knew
how; and we advanced against ’em as if they were street-rioters that
we didn’t want to hurt,’ he wrote to his old friend James Conland in
America a few months later. ‘They spied on us at their leisure, and
when they wanted a rest they handed up any old gun and said they’d
be loyal subjects. Then they went to their homes and rested for a week
or two; and then they went on the war path again with a new coat and
a full stomach.’12
He put the white-flagged thatched farmhouse of Karee Siding into a
complex, multi-layered story of Boer treachery, ‘A Sahibs’ War’ (1901),
which is narrated as a coldly angry monologue by Umr Singh, a Sikh
servant elegising his master Kurban Sahib, who has been killed through
the treachery of a Boer Minister and his wife, the inhabitants of the
farmhouse.
An odd postscript to Kipling’s merry day at Karee Siding was the
publication in a Geneva newspaper, later picked up and repeated in the
American press, of a story accusing him and some British officers of
entering the farmhouse beneath its white flag of neutrality, and dragging out from under the beds two men and three women, to whom they
had given a hundred yards’ start and then ‘had shot [them] down as
they ran.’13 Kipling was outraged by this scurrilous report (with good
reason: despite his keenness to set up rifle clubs and to train young men
in the use of firearms, he himself would never have dreamed of pointing
a gun at anyone, let alone firing a shot). Perhaps the press report grew
out of the fiction of ‘A Sahibs’ War’, in which guns are hidden in the
farm’s thatched roof, the white flags hide a cruel ambush, and a bloody
revenge is contemplated, if not executed.
Kipling spent only ten days in Bloemfontein, but they were days
of high emotion and of involvement not just as an observer of but as a
participant in events. In Something of Myself, the memoir that he wrote
thirty years later, he would devote over half of his account of the whole
South African War to those ten days of intense living.
Back in Cape Town Carrie was in discussion with architect Herbert
Baker about the house Cecil Rhodes had offered to build for them. The
Woolsack – on Rhodes’s land and a short walk from his own house –
would be ready for the Kiplings when they returned for their next visit.
They would spend two or three months there every year until 1908.
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When the Kiplings returned to South Africa at the end of 1900
and took up residence in the Woolsack, the ‘little man’, Lord ‘Bobs’
Roberts, had gone, leaving Lord Kitchener to implement the policies
– scorched earth, concentration camps – that would eventually, and at
great cost to Boers and British alike, bring the war to a close. Kipling’s
rage against the Boers of the two republics and their friends the treacherous Cape Boers did not abate.
I am now going to turn briefly to some of the stories and poems that
came out of the South African War. The first stories to be published
were four ‘Stories of War’ (as they were called), which appeared serially in the Daily Express during June 1900. Not his best, perhaps
– although of course not without interest either, not least for their
fierce critique of the rigid, hidebound structure of the British army:
the carelessness, amateurishness and snobbery of the officer class (a
theme he would revisit in his famous poem ‘The Islanders’). One of
these ‘stories of war’, ‘A Burgher of the Free State’ draws directly
on his experience of working on The Friend in Bloemfontein. Kipling
included only one of these four in a later collection. That one is ‘The
Way that He Took’ (Land and Sea Tales, 1923), in which an ignorant
Colonel ‘newly-appointed from England’ is warned not to send his
whole platoon to certain death in a Boer ambush by an alert Captain
of Mounted Infantry who has taken the time to learn how to read the
landscape and to listen to those who have grown up in it. The story
stands apart from the others for its powerful evocation of the vastness
of the land, of the soft darkness of the nights, and of the stars into
which the young Captain feels he is tumbling, as if the world were
turned upside-down. The South African landscape breathes through
this story, as it does in Kipling’s poem ‘Bridge-Guard in the Karroo’,
which begins ‘Sudden the desert changes,/ The raw glare softens and
clings …’. Both story and poem are touched with some of the wonder
and mystery of Kipling’s best work.
The two months of busy activity in South Africa in 1900 had
somehow led Kipling back to the wellspring of his creativity. Soon after
his return to England, he finished Kim, his long-term labour of love.
He wrote more Just So Stories: he had already written ‘The Elephant’s
Child’ – what I think of as his Josephine-in-disguise story – which drew
on his travels across South Africa on the last holiday they had had there
as a family of five; now, in his charming tales about a Neolithic family,
he wrote much more directly about the little girl and her adoring father.
He wrote the poem ‘Merrow Down’, which is tucked away amongst the
Neolithic tales in the Just So stories: a father’s heartrending lament for
his lost daughter.
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Over the next two or three years more South Africa stories were to
come: ‘The Captive’, in which the frame story is set in the Bellevue
POW camp at Simon’s Town, whose sick inhabitants Mary Kingsley
had been nursing. It was published in 1904 in Traffics and Discoveries,
along with ‘A Sahibs’ War’, ‘The Comprehension of Private Copper’,
and ‘Mrs Bathurst’ – which is, I believe, the most successful of all the
stories that came out of the South African War, precisely because it is
not about the war, and consequently remains uncluttered by Kipling’s
own political opinions and personal prejudices. The story carries
striking parallels with Joseph Conrad’s contemporaneous short novel
Heart of Darkness (serialised in Blackwood’s Magazine in 1899 and
published in book form in 1902). Both tales have double (or in the case
of ‘Mrs Bathurst’ triple) narrators. An anonymous first person listens
to and sometimes interrupts the main narrator of the story, who in
Conrad’s tale is the sea captain and wanderer Marlow, a gentleman, and
in Kipling’s tale is the naval petty-officer Pyecroft, lowlier in class and
rank but just as eloquent as Marlow. Marlow tells his tale to an audience
of four men on the deck of a cruising yawl, the Nellie, at anchor in the
Thames estuary as night falls. Kipling’s four men are sheltering during
the course of one hot day in a guards’ brake-van on a railway siding in
a sand-drifted bay, a couple of stops up the line from Simon’s Town.
It is called Glengarriff in the story and correlates well with the hamlet
of Glencairn; perhaps that was one of the beaches where Kipling had
picnicked back in 1891. Both Marlow and Pyecroft have a close but
never closely defined relationship with the ‘I’ narrator who listens to
their tales, who himself has a not altogether straightforward relationship with, respectively, Conrad-the-author and Kipling-the-author.
P. G. Wodehouse claimed not to have understood a word of ‘Mrs
Bathurst’, but you don’t really need to understand it in order to feel the
force of its existential dread, to whisper to yourself at the end, echoing
Kurtz’s final cry in Heart of Darkness, ‘The horror! the horror!’.
‘Mrs Bathurst’ is ‘as good as anything [Kipling] had ever written,’
says Harry Ricketts, who claims it as the first English modernist text,
pointing to its obliqueness, fragmentation, multiple voices, and central
theme of anguished obsession.14 And it is surely one of the first ever
stories to be published about the potency and troubling ambiguity of the
moving cinematic image. This indeed is the subject of a recent debate in
the pages of this journal, initiated by Luc Nerwinski’s questioning (KJ
377) of whether the woman glimpsed in the newsreel, walking along
the platform at Paddington Station, is or is not Mrs Bathurst. And as
the editor of the Journal wrote, drawing to a close that particular correspondence: ‘… the fact that, more than a century after ‘Mrs Bathurst’
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was first published, we are still arguing about the ‘reality’ of its imaginary newsreel, is a striking tribute to Kipling’s genius.’15
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MEMBERSHIP NOTES
June 2020
NEW MEMBERS

It is my great pleasure to welcome and introduce the following members
who have joined the Kipling Society in recent months:
Mr. Kevin Joyce (California, USA)
Mr. Andrew Coates (Kent, UK)
Mr. Rufus Vaughan-Spruce (Dubai, UAE)
Mr. Alan Carlisle (Haller, Luxembourg)
Mrs. Lisa Cotterill (Cheshire, UK)
MEMBERSHIP FEES

Details of the current individual membership fees are available on the
back cover of this Journal. When making payments to the Society,
please quote your four-digit membership number, which you will find
on the address label accompanying your Journal.
If we have not already received your subscription, a reminder will
be printed in red ink on the address label accompanying your copy of
the Kipling Journal immediately preceding your renewal date (and on
subsequent address labels if your subscription remains overdue).
If you pay by standing order and wish to continue your membership,
you need take no further action.
If you pay your subscription by cheque, please note that it may not
be lodged immediately to the Society’s account, but may be retained
for a short while in order to be lodged with a number of other cheques,
thereby reducing bank charges.
CONTACT DETAILS

I would be most grateful if you could advise me as soon as possible of
any changes to your contact details (mailing address, email address or
telephone number) or if, for whatever reason, you decide to discontinue
your membership of the Kipling Society.
Fiona Renshaw
Membership Secretary
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THE UNCOLLECTED JOURNALISM OF
RUDYARD KIPLING: PART 9
Edited By THOMAS PINNEY
THE 11TH B[ENGAL]. L[ANCERS]. BALL

(From a correspondent.)
Civil and Military Gazette, 15 November 1886
[A boundary dispute between Russia and Afghanistan in the region of Panjdeh,
Turkestan, nearly led, in April, 1886, to a declaration of war by England against Russia.
The Lancers presumably were sent to the scene, or were already there, but conflict was
averted by negotiation. T.P.]

“The officers of the 11th (P.W.O.) Lancers and Major Maitland request
the pleasure of &c/ &c. [Small and Early].” So it was christened the
“Boundary Ball” and every one agreed that it was exceedingly sporting
of them to give it. Properly speaking, Lahore should have given that
dance herself, but a Duke and a Viceroy came by, and Lahore danced
before these two dignitaries instead.
On Friday night then, at 9.30, the “Small and Early” began at the
Montgomery Hall. That is to say about a hundred people danced till one
o’clock – perhaps a little later, and refreshed themselves in between
whiles with a delicately set-forth and remarkably good “stand up”
supper. The Hall was already decorated but our hosts – most uncharitably, as one envious lady said – put down on the floor and threw over
the settees certain magnificent carpets that they had brought with them
from the back of beyond. Several of them had been packed in Russia
leather and smelt appropriately. They were wonderful carpets, with a
thick velvety pile, and the only pity was that they could not be stolen. At
the entrance to the Hall stood some of the troopers of the escort – one of
them dressed as a Cossack. He wore a long loose coat of some dark cloth
faced with scarlet and a black sheep-skin hat. Into his belt was thrust a
long bone-handled knife of curious build, and from his belt hung a sort
of metal chatelaine for carrying salt and odds and ends in. A sword, a
row of cartridge cases across his breast and a rifle slung across his back
in a black hairy case completed his equipment. He was a great attraction; but as a Cossack he was a fraud. He held forth between the dances
to the Englishmen who came round to talk to him on the shortcomings
of the men he was supposed to represent. “The Cossack,” said he, “is
a hungry jungle janvar1 without bundobust.”2 This want of bundobust
seemed to have impressed him more than anything else. “Where we
went” said he ,“the Government had given the order that there should
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be Wells. And there were wells. The Russians came to borrow water of
us. Without doubt they are devoid of bundobust.” Further pressed on
the subject, he modestly gave it as his opinion that he personally could
account for five of these jungle-creatures. He was a great feature of the
entertainment, which was a sparkling success throughout. Our hosts
invited only dancing people, so that there were no wallflowers and no
blank programmes. Two years in the desert had evidently not impaired
their notions of bundobust in the slightest. One enthusiastic young lady,
whose ideas of boundaries and their delimitation were hazy, said:--“If
they can come straight off a boundary and give a dance like this at
twenty-four hours’ notice, we really ought to keep lots of Commissions
on the frontier always you know.” It was the sentiment which prompted
the eel-loving lady in the Ingoldsby Legends to say:-“Go pop Sir Thomas again in the pond,
Poor dear: He will catch us some more.” 3
It is curious to think that the amiable gentlemen who were so
anxious that the Band should play extras, that everyone should enjoy
his or herself, and get away comfortably and without confusion among
the carriages, had once at least, each and all, known what the instant
fear of death was. There was a time after the little business at Panjdeh,
when their lives were not worth three days’ purchase and they knew it.
But they came through safely, did their work, and now prefer not to talk
about it but dance instead – exactly as any “gentleman of England who
lives at home at ease”4 would do.
THE ROAD OF SUFFERING

Civil and Military Gazette, 24 November 1886
Some idea of the difficulty of the climb from the end of the railway at Umballa to
the summer capital of Simla (now Shimla) may be given by the statistics for the
narrow-gauge railway built to Simla in 1898. In the 60 miles of the line there were,
originally,107 tunnels and 864 bridges. T.P.
[Having travelled between Kalka and Shimla by both the railway and the road, I can
confirm that the road is so steep and winding that even today, it takes nearly 3 hours by
motor car to cover the distance of 89 kms. The rail journey, which is entrancing, takes
at least three hours and a half. Ed.]

Between the India of the present – the railway-lined, telegraph-wired
land of today, and the slow-moving India of the past, lies a link that
will not easily be broken – the tie of the dak-gharri5 and its relative, the
tonga.6 Lest an Englishman, on his way from Calcutta to Simla, should
be too proud of the work of his fellows, as he journeys in a luxurious
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first class carriage, Providence and the Government have ordained that,
for a measured ninety-eight miles, he shall taste of the bitterness of
India as it was – shall enter late into the cramped bowels of the dakgharri and be sifted as wheat is sifted by the winnower on the back seat
of a tonga.
There are mail carts on the frontier – fearful and wonderful conveyances on the Dera Ismail Khan Road. There are tongas between
Rawal Pindi and Murree, and services from Saharanpur to Mussoorie.
Comparatively few people travel along those routes, whereas all the
world and all the world’s wife know more or less of the Umballa-Simla.
It is with this – admittedly the best service in the Empire – that we
are concerned. Hill journeys are suspended for the next six months at
least. They will be resumed on precisely the same lines as they left
off; certainly with no improvement, possibly with some additional
Inconveniences. It were idle to expect that either the Postal authorities, responsible only for the due passage of Her Majesty’s Mail or the
Government, full of Imperial business, should trouble themselves about
so small a matter as the comfort of a few thousand passengers. It is,
however, possible that they might be interested in the saving of a few
thousand rupees.
At present the Umballa-Simla service is worked, it is said, at a heavy
loss. Nevertheless, the charge for travelling – a rupee for every two and
a half miles roughly speaking – is no insignificant one, and in consideration of the steady current of traffic that floods the road for six months
of the year, the line might be reasonably expected to pay its way. That it
does not do so is, we believe, in a large measure due to the wear and tear
of horse flesh, which is enormous. From Umballa station porch to the
Simla Tonga-office sheds, every foot of the road is either hard kunka,7
or Macadam of the toughest, worn down to the very bones. It has been
built to resist the stress of the severest wear in the world. Neither by day
nor night, from April to November, does the traffic stay for a moment;
and the night wear, be it remembered, is heavier than that of the day,
for at dusk do the interminable bullock trains, the heavy laden grain
carts, and the hundreds of sharp-wheeled, springless ekkas8, begin their
journey up or down hill. A night spent in a way side dak-bungalow9 will
show in a startling manner how continuous is the night traffic.
We cannot expect then that the road can show favour to those who
use it, or ease in any way the strain on equine thews and muscle. How
far then are the horses helped in their struggle against time – for every
English passenger behind them is in a hurry, and the Simla road is not
fit to loiter on? The question can be answered by thousands of people.
From Umballa to Kalka, the horses draw a four-wheeled, stiff-springed,
heavy-shafted, iron-clinched conveyance, as solid and as heavy as it
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can be made. Every artifice that rude native skill can suggest for adding
to the weight of a wheeled conveyance, has been built into the structure of the dak-gharri. Its wheels are an anachronism, only one degree
removed from the ponderous ones of a bullock cart; and the shafts are
an anomaly which could make two stout carriage poles. Upon this
conveyance is strapped, roped and bound as much luggage as the roof
can stand, and the whole, when loaded, bears some resemblance to a
coal waggon or a Covent Garden dray.10 Very rarely are the horses over
fourteen hands.11 That nothing may help them, they are harnessed in
this wise. One goes into the shafts pulling from a breast strap – the
worst possible gear for heavy draft12 – while the other is attached to an
‘outrigger’ on his fellow’s off side. The latter naturally pulls the carriage
round to the left, the former leans against the right shaft to prevent this;
with the result that both brutes waste a large proportion of their strength
in tugging against each other; and the dak-gharri lurches accordingly.
The horses do their best and do it well; but the leather-bound springs
behind them give their load the sullen deadness of a bullock cart. Heavy
axles, and small broad-tired wheels, combine to increase friction wherever this is possible. For the most part the Umballa-Kalka road is as
level as a billiard-table, almost as smooth and a good deal harder. Twice
in the journey, where the road runs across the Gugger, and the bed of
another hill stream, the horses are replaced by bullocks. One starveling pony can drag an ekka easily across both places, but from four
to six sturdy bullocks are needed for a dak-gharri. It sinks in the sand
like a gun-carriage. But with this portion of the journey – the laborious
crossing that causes our foreign visitors to smile contemptuously – we
have nothing to do. It is with the unfortunate horses that we are mainly
concerned.
The stages from Umballa to Kalka are something less than five
miles, but this distance suffices to thoroughly exhaust the horses. They
are taken away black with sweat, quivering, exhausted and done –
gastadas,13 expended. Whatever the wisdom of man could devise has
been against them. In their favour, they have only the weight of their
bodies, and indomitable pluck – to be supplemented, when these fail,
by the driver’s whip. To do the tonga service justice, their horses are
well-fed; but at the end of each annual up or down Hill rush, the best
of the good feeding avails nothing in the face of the stress of the work.
From Umballa to Simla the real strain begins. The hill road is narrow
with many turnings, and cattle and conveyance alike must be small and
handy. So far, the tonga service lives up to what is expected of it.
The road is one of many and steep gradients, and demands, if ever
road in the world did so, some sort of a brake. Therefore there is no sort
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of brake attached to any vehicle on the line. In view of this it may be
urged that the carriages should at least be light running.
The tonga was originally devised for hard work over bad soil in the
plains. Its body is low – within a few inches of the ground. Its wheels
are small and enormously massive. Its springs are even stiffer and less
yielding than those of the dak-gharri. The massive iron-bound pole,
which runs from under the body of the tonga to several inches above
the ponies’ backs, hits, when in motion, downward, through the curricle
bar on to the two pads that clip the back of each animal. On hard ground
this action is not so noticeable as when going down hill.
Then the hammering action of the pole – which exactly resembles
the pecking motion of a hungry fowl – comes into play with a downward and forward blow on the withers. Against this impetus the ponies
can only rely on the support afforded them by the heavy double reins.
In many cases the driver has no intention of holding them up or in. His
bukshish14 depends on the rate at which he travels. Thus the luckless
ponies are sent down literally as fast as they can lay leg to the ground at
a trot. They are necessarily collected at the sharp corners, but wherever
a stretch of straight road offers itself, they are left to their own discretion and almost mule-like skill in keeping their feet. They are hardy, in
high condition and well-fed, and they do not fall; but the system boxes
horseflesh in the utmost, and ponies must be constantly renewed.
On this section of the road, as on the Umballa-Kalka one, everything that man can devise is against the horse – from the pinching pads
on his back to the cumbrous lumbering conveyance in his rear, and the
iron-hard road beneath his feet. It is not our purpose here to deal with
the question of the Government dak from the passenger’s point of view,
or we might point out the iniquity of the internal arrangements of the
dak-gharri, the dire discomfort of the tonga viewed as a resting place
for the sick and infirm, or the utter absence of any accommodation or
even protection from rain at the Simla terminus. These are evils which
the Anglo-Indian public have borne and will long bear uncomplainingly, because they are an indolent community, inclined to let matters
slide rather than enter upon dispute with the authorities. Our contention
concerns only those entrusted with the control of the Umballa-Simla
line. If they are satisfied, that in the single item of horse flesh they
have done everything in their power to prevent wear and tear and its
consequent expense, they must look elsewhere for the causes of the
deficit in their concern. If not they might with advantage see whether
the dak-gharri and the tonga can justly be regarded as the best outcome
of mechanical skill that the nineteenth century can produce to put upon
the great highway of the Indian Empire – the road to its summer capital.
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[THE BOMBAY ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY]

Civil and Military Gazette, 1 February 1887

[Some of the ethnological details cited here relate interestingly to some scenes in
Kipling’s much later novel Kim. The conclusion about the ‘film of western civilization’ covering the ‘strange, fantastic life of the people’ is echoed elsewhere in Kipling’s
early writings; see Uncollected Journalism Part 4: ‘East and West’, KJ 376, Dec 2018,
pp.40-6. Ed.]

When the end arrives, that has been foreshadowed in recent speeches
at Bombay and Calcutta, and every man of the “two hundred and fifty
millions” is a B.A. of unimpeachable lustre and purest speech, the
Bombay Anthropological Society will die a natural death for want of
food. A ghastly uniformity will then overtake India – much as in the
glacial period of geology, the ice-drift ground and planed the mountains down to the bed-rock. Until these things happen, however, the
Society has fair and fallow ground to work upon; and its first venture
therein is before us now, as Number 1, Volume 1 of the Journal of
the Anthropological Society of Bombay. Naturally, a large proportion
of the issue is filled up with rules and regulations, lists of members and
the plotting of its internal government generally. The original papers
comprise a Report on the Hairy Man of Burma by a sub-committee. It
is written that the Hairy Man was reluctant to sub-commit himself into
their hands; which was natural, considering that the savants examined
and measured him from top to toe, wrote rude remarks about his development, and finally took plaster casts of his teeth and jaws. Surgeon
Major Dimock contributes a note on Indian necromancy – a most fascinating subject – which is a prelude to the paper by the President Mr.
Tyrell Leith, on “Divination by Hazirat, among Indian Mussulmans.” 15
The paper is too full of interesting matter to be even summarized here,
but we would recommend everyone to read it. Dr. T.S. Weir puts in a
note on the scape-goat sacrifices in time of sickness – a superstition that
has led, in the Punjab and elsewhere, to some sanguinary village scuffles. Mr. Kadarnath Basu contributes two notes on embalming in ancient
times and the other on the terrible Nisi or night demon – that mysterious
power of darkness which may be found everywhere from Norway to
the villages of Central Africa. Lieutenant-Colonel Gunthorpe writes of
the Ghasi or Gaddi Gaolis of the Deccan – Mohammedan Ahirs16 of this
province, changed in creed during their journey south, but preserving
in their social and religious ceremonies many traces of the debased
Hinduism they have left. One of the most interesting of the articles is
the President’s Inaugural address to the Society, in which he points out
briefly the interminable amount of work to be done. Remembering that
there exists a vast store of anthropological notes scattered up and down
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Indian records and reports, he hinted that the Society might unearth,
reprint and catalogue these in convenient form. Apropos, something
might be done for that store-house of Indian information – Ibbetson’s
Ethnology of the Punjab.17 Government has set it in an unwieldy frame
and painted it green. Besides being clumsy to handle, it is not easy
for the general public to get at; and a good deal of the more official
statistics might be cut away without harm. The Government of India
has had some of the most interesting literature in the world placed at
its disposal – if only salvage-parties could dig it out of the quick-sands
into which it has disappeared. Apart from the labour – heavy enough
in all conscience – the Society may grope as long as it pleases among
the wild, blind, popular superstitions, fantastic Polynesian beliefs like
“mumvai,”18 which still defy the many-armed Hindu Pantheon, the utilitarianism of our schools, and the more or less pure Christianity of our
churches. One of these days indeed it may discover that there is no such
thing as the Hindu Religion properly speaking; that it has died away in
the hearts of the people, and given way to ghosts, demons, night-hags
and the fiends [of] forest, river and hill, begotten by fear on ignorance
and raised by the years to the rank of gods. Certainly the creeds as classified and reduced to black and white by English scholars are widely
different from what the Society will discover, even though they confine
themselves only to purely Hindu variants, and avoid that debatable
ground where Hinduism mixes inextricably with the tenets of Islam. It
is, moreover, given to them to see India in transitu19 and they may be
able to tell us later whether, as we are told to believe, the heart of the
“Patient East” be changed, purified and ennobled by the teachings of
the West; or whether, under a film of civilization, thin as oil-scum and
as many-coloured, runs untouched and immutable the strange, fantastic
life of the people – a life in which there is nothing impossible, nothing
monstrous and nothing incredible.20 We all know what strange matters
the great Harun-al-Rashid unearthed in Baghdad. Men say that things
are little changed since his time. It remains for the Society, a many-eyed
Harun-al-Rashid, to travel by hundreds of bye-paths and pugdandies21
and tell us what it has seen.
NOTES
(These notes are written by me, with assistance from Alex Bubb. Ed.)
1
Jungle-janvar (Urdu): wild animal [A.B.]
2
Bundobust (Urdu): organisation, system
3
Ingoldsby Legends: facetious tales of the macabre by the Victorian cleric Canon
Richard Barham. Kipling is quoting from the ‘The Knight and the Lady: A Legend
of the Time of Queen Anne’, (Ingoldsby Legends, 3rd Series , 1847), in which Sir
Thomas, an elderly naturalist, goes missing for many days. Just as his young widow
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Lady Jane is about to accept a new lover, her late husband‘s body, half eaten by
eels, is dragged up from a pond into which he had fallen and drowned while hunting
for tadpoles. Having dined on the eels and found them delicious, Lady Jane gives
orders to ‘pop Sir Thomas again in the Pond/ Poor dear! HE’LL CATCH US SOME
MORE.’
4
Quotation from the traditional ballad ‘The Brave Mariners”: ‘You gentlemen of
England that live at home at ease/ How little do you think upon the dangers of the
seas’. Anon: first collected in Johnson Ballads, 1819.
5
Dak-gharri (Urdu) mail-cart
6
Tonga (Urdu) two-wheeled carriage
7
Kunka (Urdu, Hindi) rough limestone commonly used for road-building in 19th C
India [A.B.]
8
Ekka (Urdu, Hindi) cart
9
Dak-bungalow: Government building, way-station
10 ‘Coal-waggon … Covent Garden.’ There was a fruit and vegetable market at Covent
Garden from 1656 to 1974. A coal-waggon was a heavy cart for delivering sacks of
coal, and a dray was a large vehicle for carrying bulky and heavy goods – usually
beer-barrels, here vegetables. Dray-horses, which needed to be very big and strong,
were usually of the large breed called ‘shire horses.’
11 ‘Fourteen hands’: A horse’s height is measured by the distance from the ground of
the top of its withers (shoulders), counted in 4-inch “hands’. A horse of fourteen
hands is 4 feet 8 inches, about the size of a pony. The big shire horses which pulled
drays in Victorian England measured 16 to 17 hands.
12 ‘the worst possible gear’: a breast strap went across the horse’s windpipe, narrowing
the animal’s air supply when it pushed against the strap.
13 Gastadas (Spanish): worn out
14 Bukshish (Urdu, Hindi): tip
15 Hazirat (Urdu) A form of divination: the practice of communicating with djinns (i.e.
the order of beings between men and angels) through the medium of a boy, who is
asked by the divinator to gaze into a pool of dark oil or ink. ‘Hazirat’ is what Grish
Chunder proposes to do in the conclusion of ‘The Finest Story in the World’. [A.B.]
	  Lurgan Sahib in Kim must also have done this with his Hindu child apprentice,
who promises ‘I will look in the ink-pool’ (Kim chapter IX, Macmillan 1962, p221).
[Ed.]
16 Ghasi or Gaddi Gaolis …Mohammaden Ahirs : Ahir: a caste in North India, traditionally farmers. According to the ethnological survey, gaoli is another name for the
same caste. (A.B.)
17 Ibbetson’s Ethnology of the Punjab Presumably referring to Outlines of Panjab
Ethnography: Being Extracts from the Panjab Census Report of 1881, treating of
religion, language and caste, by Denzil Charles Jelf Ibbetson, Calcutta 1882.
18 Mumvai: possibly a slip for “mumiyai”, a kind of bitumen used to embalm corpses
in ancient Persia, from which the English word “mummy” is derived. Kipling may
have had in mind the paper given to the Anthropological Society in 1886 by its
President Brigade Surgeon Horace Dymock on mumiyai and the myths associated
with it. The connexion with Polynesia, however, remains mysterious. [A.B.]
19 In transitu: in process
20 Kipling wrote about Indian society in very similar terms in his long letter to
Margaret Burne-Jones, 11 November 1885–11 January 1886: ‘Underneath our
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excellent administrative system; under the piles of reports and statistics … runs
wholly untouched and unaffected the life of the people of the land – a life as full of
impossibilities and wonders as the Arabian Nights … immediately outside our own
English life, is the dark and crooked and fantastic and wicked and awe inspiring
life of the “native.” Letters of Rudyard Kipling vol. 1 ed. T. Pinney (Macmillan,
Basingstoke 1990, p. 99
pugdandies: tracks. From pagdandi (Urdu) footprint, trace
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RUDYARD-KIPLING@JISCMAIL.AC.UK
AKA ‘THE MAILBASE’
By ALASTAIR WILSON

October 2019–February 2020 (inclusive).
The Mailbase has had quite a busy five months, with a total of 86
messages. The busiest month was October, when we were able to express
our enthusiasm for the TV programme on Sky Arts, ‘Rudyard Kipling:
A Secret Life’, which, it may safely be said, received plaudits from
all our members who commented on it. Personally I thought it excellent, and it is a pleasure to be able to remind readers that, Coronavirus
permitting, the Directors will be speaking to us after the AGM in July.
Another thread in October was started by our American member,
Fred Lerner, about a film entitled ‘Kipling’s Women’ which used
Kipling’s poem ‘The Ladies’, with its refrain ‘And I learned about
women from ’er’ as an excuse for images which would have been
X-rated in the UK. And John Radcliffe gave us the first sad news of the
death of John McGivering, a very long-time member and contributor
and a Vice-President.
‘After the Lord Mayor’s show, the dustcart’; and after quite a stimulating October, November was something of a ‘Mensis Non’, with only
one posting, though an important one which deserved greater notice
than we seem to have given it. Bryan Diamond, another of our longtime members told us of the article which had appeared in the Evening
Standard, written by an Indian, Narjun Neilalim. This was a defence,
particularly of Rhodes and Kipling, both of whom had been the subject
of student objections at Oxford and Manchester Universities, in effect
‘no platforming’ them. The topic seems likely to be covered at the
forthcoming conference at the City University – ‘Kipling in the News –
Journalism, Empire and Decolonisation’ conference). [This conference
is postponed until 29-30 October this year, coronavirus permitting. Ed.]
But December brought us a real gem of a thread, which ran over
into January – again started by Fred Lerner, who wondered whether it
would have been Hindi which the young Kipling learned as his cradle
tongue, because surely his Ayah would have spoken her own tongue
which would have been Marathi, wouldn’t it? This produced some
really heavy-weight responses from Harish Trivedi (3), Charles Allen,
Professor Tim Connell (2) and Geoff Maloney. The final consensus
was that Kipling’s mother-tongue would have been Hindustani, a
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sort-of-Hindi lingua franca used by Indian servants during the Raj for
communicating with their English masters and mistresses.
January 2020 produced three interesting threads. Fred Lerner (he’s
been busy – we owe him a lot) drew our attention to a free on-line database entitled ‘The Ideas of India’, taken from 255 periodicals published
between 1837 and 1947; Kipling has 45 mentions. The second thread
resulted from a query from Philip Holberton about one of Kipling’s
pieces of early verse which is an avowed parody of Walt Whitman. He
was seeking the source of a reference to an exchange between ‘Beetle’
and ‘King’ about Whitman. Mike Kipling came up with the answer:
M’Turk’s’ (G.C. Beresford’s) memoir of his time with Kipling at
Westward Ho! Schooldays with Kipling (1936) , including Beresford’s
three-page account of the avowal by ‘Gigger’ of his admiration for
Whitman prompting a lengthy diatribe from the enraged ‘King’. The
third thread was started by an enquiry from Lucy Betteridge-Dyson
about a photograph in the possession of the National Trust of a group at
Bateman’s during WW1 with an identification of one of the figures as
John Kipling, which she doubted. So too did our contributors, though
no one could put a name to him, other than that it certainly wasn’t John,
nor Oliver Baldwin.
February was also quite a busy month, though mostly rather more
light-hearted. Harish Trivedi sent us an online listing, NOT of his
making, which identified him with the author of Kim, drawing a suitable response from our editor [‘Reincarnation!’: Ed.]. Alastair Wilson
shared some thoughts on A Diversity of Creatures, and the relevance
of some of the tales therein to today’s circumstances, and this drew
half-a-dozen responses with other members giving their reactions to the
tales. Finally, and more seriously, Alastair reported on a review in the
Spectator of the recently published Something of Themselves, of which
the author, Sara Lefanu, spoke to us at our last meeting. Responses to
the book and the lecture were all enthusiastic.
While preparing this article, I discovered that somehow I had been
unsubscribed from JISCMAIL, and so had missed virtually all of what
has been, in my view, a fascinating five month period. I mention this
merely to suggest that if you don’t subscribe, but are computer literate,
you are missing out on a Good Thing.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
KIPLING’S INSOMNIA AND TRIX’S MEMOIRS
From Philip Holberton

The introduction to ‘From the Dusk to the Dawn’ , Part 8 of ‘Rudyard
Kipling’s Uncollected Journalism’ edited by Thomas Pinney (Kipling
Journal 380 p.19,) describes the poem following it ‘La Nuit Blanche’
as a ‘verse-fantasia on insomnia.’ I suggest that it is more than that. In
‘From the Dusk to the Dawn’, the insomniac’s thoughts are perfectly
lucid though they fly by in bewildering rapidity. They have nothing of
the unreality of the visions of ‘La Nuit Blanche’ – gravitation-defying
camels, singing leeches, red-hot monkeys. And though the ‘grave M.D.’
might treat insomnia with bromide (sodium or potassium bromide was
a popular 19th century sedative), he would not lock the patient in his
room. The geographical visions, too, of Tara Devi and Jakko shaking
and heaving, started before the sufferer even got to bed. When ‘they
said I had the “jims” on’, I think ‘they’ were right; the speaker had a
full-blown attack of delirium tremens a.k.a. ‘the jim-jams’. This also
explains the two-verse introduction, which specifically disclaims any
idea that the main poem describes the poet’s own experience. If it
was just about a sleepless night, why bother? But delirium tremens is
strongly associated with alcoholism, so it was worth pointing out that
the poet had not actually been through such a night himself.
‘Childhood Memories of Rudyard Kipling by his sister Trix (Mrs
Alice Fleming)’ ,in the same number are fascinating. With reference to
Trix’s second paragraph, the phrase ‘learnt the meaning of captivity’ in
quotation marks is an allusion to her brother Rudyard’s Boer War poem
‘Half-Ballade of Waterval’, each of whose four stanzas ends:
I ’ave learned at Waterval
The meanin’ of captivity.

Philip Holberton
Kempsey, NSW, Australia

KIPLING , THE HOLLOWAY FAMILY AND THE ROYAL NAVY
From Janice Lingley

Further to Mike Kipling’s article on ‘The Provost of Oriel and Other Puzzles of
the Holloways’, published in the (Kipling Journal, 367, March 2017 pp. 8-24),
and especially the comments concerning Pryse Holloway’s brother, General Sir
Thomas Holloway (1810-1875), pp. 17-18, I recently discovered the following
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obituary for the General, which appeared in the Illustrated London News on
Saturday 31 July 1875, and details his military career, which may be of interest
to Kipling Society members..

The death of General Sir Thomas Holloway K.C.B. took place on
the 21st inst., in his sixty-fifth year. The deceased officer, who was
the third son of the late Benjamin Holloway, Esq., of Lee-place,
Charlbury, Oxfordshire, entered the Royal Marine Artillery in 1825.
Sir Thomas commanded a battalion of Royal Marines in the Crimea,
during the siege and fall of Sebastopol in 1854-5, and was employed
at the occupation of Kertch, and also at the surrender of Kinburn. In
1857, he was appointed to command a brigade ordered for special
service in China; was present during the blockade of the Canton
river, and the landing before the storming of Canton, where he was
wounded. From 1858 to 1860 he was Senior Allied Commissioner
at that city. Sir Thomas had received the Crimean, China, Turkish,
and Sardinian medals; was an officer of the Legion of Honour, and
of the Medjidie; was A.D.C. to her Majesty from 1857-63; created
a K.C.B. in 1867; and attained the rank of General in 1870. By his
death a good-service pension is placed at the disposal of the First
Lord of the Admiralty.
Members will recall that when Rudyard Kipling and his sister Trix
were children being fostered at Southsea, they were taken on visits to
Sir Thomas at his home at West Lodge, Farlington, then a small rural
village but now a district of Portsmouth, as described in Kipling’s
memoir Something of Myself (1937) p. 10:
And twice or thrice we went, all of us, to pay a day-long visit to an
old gentleman in a house in the country near Havant. Here everything was wonderful and unlike my world, and he had an old lady
sister who was kind, and I played in hot, sweet-smelling meadows
and ate all sorts of things.
These visits must have taken place during the summers of 1872, 1873,
or perhaps 1874. Pryse Holloway died in the September of 1874, so
1872 and/or 1873 are more likely.

Janice Lingley
Norwich
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From Alastair Wilson

Janice Lingley’s admirable notes to the second instalment of Trix’s
memoir in Chamber’s Magazine (Journal 381) contain a minor error
in note 7, where Captain Holloway, as he was known (by courtesy) is
described as “formerly a midshipman in the merchant marine”. The two
statements – that he had been a midshipman and that he had been in the
merchant marine – are individually correct, but not when put together.
A Midshipman is a Royal Navy rating or rank – there are Cadets, or
Apprentices, in the merchant marine (not called Merchant Navy until
the title was bestowed by King George VI in 1940 in recognition of their
efforts in keeping the UK supplied with food and ‘the sinews of war’).
Holloway had been a midshipman at the battle of Navarino in 1827
when the British, French and Russians combined to defeat the Turks
of the Ottoman Empire) in support of the Greeks (Byron, Missolonghi
and all that.) But Holloway didn’t remain in the Royal Navy, which
had been reduced from 110,000 men in 1815, to about 10,000 by 1819,
with no career path for young potential officers (unless they were very
well-connected). Presumably because he still wanted a life at sea, he
transferred to the merchant service, and had an unexciting and ordinary career there, probably until he married, when he joined the Coast
Guard, which would have kept him largely ashore. It was his service in
the Coast Guard (run by the RN in those days) which earned him the
pension he used to collect from the Dockyard Cashier, walking there
with young Ruddy: it also earned him the courtesy title of Captain.
There is a more serious error in the Editor’s review of Christopher
Benfey’s book ‘IF-’: The Untold Story of Kiplings American Years in
Kipling Journal 381, which states wrongly that the original ‘Jack’ of
Kipling’s elegy ‘My Boy Jack’ may have been Kipling’s neighbour’s
son Jack Cornwell, who drowned at Jutland’ (p. 65) In fact, the Jack
Cornwell who is sometimes suggested as being the source for the poem
was the son of an East London tram driver. He died of wounds, not
drowning, and ‘Boy’ was his naval rating. Jack Cornwell was awarded
a posthumous VC for sticking to his post on board HMS Chester, when
the rest of his gun’s crew had been killed or wounded, despite having
been wounded himself. He died some three days after the battle of that
wound, in hospital ashore at Grimsby.
Alastair Wilson
Banbury
EDITOR: Many thanks to Philip Holberton and Alastair Wilson for these

corrections. The quotation from Kipling’s ‘Half-Ballade’ of Waterval
(also spotted by several other Society members, including Thomas
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Pinney and Meredith Dixon), has been corrected at the end of Part 2 of
Trix’s memoirs in a note of ‘Corrigenda’ to Part 1 (KJ 381 p. 25). My
apologies for the mistake about Jack Cornwell. I too am subject to Miss
Sichliffe’s reproof in ‘The Dog Hervey’: ‘You ought always to verify
your references.’
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MINUTES OF THE 92ND
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday, 10 July 2019, Evelyn Wrench Room,
Royal Over-Seas League, 4.30 pm.
17 members of the Society attended.
The Chairman welcomed those present to the meeting. He then thanked Commander
Alastair Wilson, who was retiring from Council, for his immense work for the
Society whilst he had been on Council, especially on the digitising and annotating
of Carrie Kipling’s diaries.
1. Apologies for absence
Apologies were received from Lt. Col. Roger Ayers, Dr. Alex Bubb and Mr John
McGivering.
2. Confirmation of the minutes of the 91st AGM 11 July 2018.
These minutes were separately published in the June 2019 edition of The Kipling
Journal. They were accepted and signed as a true record.
3.

Reports from the Honorary Officers for 2018-19

Chairman – Mike Kipling
The Society held its normal programme of five London speaker meetings in 2018/19.
Four excellent editions of the Journal were produced. The ‘Writing with Kipling’
competition for primary school was again run, attracting a record 202 entries from
eight schools. We also completed the transcription of Carrie Kipling’s diaries which
are now available to all to view on-line. We have started work on transcribing
Kipling’s motoring diaries.
I have continued my predecessor, John Walker’s, innovation of regular
e-mail newsletters. If you are not receiving them and would like to, please let the
Membership Secretary have your e-mail address.
Some modifications to our rules are being proposed today by Council to
simplify election and officer appointment processes. Details accompanied the most
recent e-mail newsletter. I am pleased to have already received a number of proxy
votes in favour.
Last year, when students at Manchester University overpainted the words of
‘If’ on their Union building wall and replaced it with a poem by Maya Angelou, we
succeeded in having letters and articles published in several national newspapers,
pointing out that ‘If-’ was a poem that Angelou had said was an inspiration to her at
a bad time in her life.
A particular delight earlier this year was the invitation to unveil the magnificent Kipling sculpture in Burwash High Street. The ceremony attracted local TV,
radio and newspaper coverage. I hope it will also tempt more of those who come
‘Bateman’s’ also to visit the village.
I’d like to thank John Lambert for acting as Membership Secretary until
a replacement could be found and also Simon Machin for his work as Secretary
until he had to resign for personal reasons. I’d also like to thank Deputy Chairman
Alastair Wilson for stepping in to administer Council meetings.
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Secretary – Mike Kipling
The Annual Luncheon was attended by 46 members and guests. The speaker was
Professor Daniel Karlin.
The meeting dates for 2019/20 for the Society are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

11th September
13th November
12th February
22nd April
6th May – Annual Luncheon
8th July – AGM

A considerable number of enquiries from the general public were once again
received by various officers of the Society during the year and either answered
directly or passed on to other members of the Society. These included several
requests to provide or verify answers for quiz programmes, which shows that the
interest in Kipling is still very much alive.
A volunteer to fill the role of Secretary is still being sought.
Treasurer – Mike Kipling
The Society’s net assets reduced by a little over £3,000 in the year to December
2018. The main items of additional expenditure were a fifth number of the Kipling
Journal, and a donation of £1,000 towards the Kipling statue at Burwash. There was
also a decline of about £800 in subscription income.
Other donations made were £500 to the Barn Theatre Company
Cirencester, for a production of The Jungle Book, and £100 to the
Royal British Legion, for placing wreaths on John Kipling’s grave at Loos.
No use was made of the Eileen Stamers-Smith Memorial Lecture Fund during
the year but the the John Slater Essay Competition Fund was used to provide awards
associated with the Writing with Kipling project.
The Society’s investments are (as of March 2019) mainly held in a one-year
term Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) account administered by Shawbrook Bank
and a two-year charity account with United Trust Bank A further £4,461 remains in
the CCLA charity account where it is instantly accessible.
There has been no material change to the Society’s financial position since 31
December 2018.
Membership Secretary – Fiona Renshaw
I took over as Membership Secretary from John Lambert last November and would
like to thank him and Mike Kipling for all their help in making the handover as
smooth as possible.
Membership
Individual members: The current total is 378, up 6 overall since July 2018. Over
the course of the past year, 25 new members joined, 3 ex-members rejoined, 21
members left the Society and 1 member was re-classified as a corporate member.
The majority (70%) of individual members are UK-based. Of those who left the
Society in the past year, 11 informed us of their departure, 4 died and the remainder
did not make contact and failed to renew their subscription.
Corporate members: The current total is 76, down 2 overall since July of last
year. Over the course of the past 12 months, 3 corporate members failed to renew
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their subscriptions and 1 member was moved from the individual to the corporate
members’ list. Two thirds of our corporate members are based in the USA or Canada
and most (70%) subscribe via agencies (eg. EBSCO or Harrassowitz).
Recruitment of new members: New members are always welcome. To this end,
the Society’s flyer has been updated and reprinted, explaining its aims and activities
and providing information about membership, subscription rates and contact details.
Copies of the flyer have been made available at various locations connected with
Kipling, such as Batemans, Burwash, Rottingdean and The Keep in Brighton and
further copies are available from the Membership Secretary.
Payment of subscriptions 14 corporate members and 5 individual members have
complimentary membership. A small number of individual members continue to pay
their subscriptions at the pre-2016 rate, despite frequent reminders about the small
price rise. All registered corporate members paid their subscriptions in 2018, though
some had to be reminded to do so.
Individual members receive a reminder of their renewal date on the address
label of their copy of the Kipling Journal just before that date. Those who do not get
in touch and do not subsequently renew their membership are contacted by email,
letter or telephone and eventually, if necessary, taken off the active members list. It
would be very much appreciated if those members who decide not to renew their
membership could inform us of this fact.
Gift Aid
While applying for gift aid in respect of subscriptions paid in 2017, it was noted
that only about one third of UK members were registered as gift aid donors to the
Society. The remaining members were contacted by letter or email, with the result
that the proportion of gift aid donors has now risen to two thirds of UK members.
We are grateful for this very positive response, which will increase the Society’s
annual income.
Meetings Secretary – Alex Bubb
A full year has gone by of what I hope has been exciting and varied events at the
Kipling Society. Since then we’ve welcomed a variety of entertaining and distinguished guests, including Stephen Ridgwell, who spoke to us in April on ‘Kipling
and the land,’ and John Anders who gave us a remarkable analysis of the letter to Dr
Conland in which Kipling describes his voyage on one of the early torpedo-boats.
I’m very pleased about the enthusiastic take-up for the post-meeting dinners, and
am grateful to the Chairman for first suggesting that we make these an occasion for
general socializing, rather than just a private reward for the speaker.
I apologise for any inconvenience for members that may have resulted from
rescheduling. This has been a somewhat unlucky year in terms of speakers needing
to postpone or shift their visits—Dr Jarad Zimbler for example was unable to speak
at the AGM as planned because his wife is undergoing an operation. He will be with
us in September, though, and in November I have scheduled a visit from the chief
librarian of the National Trust, Mr Tim Pye, who intends to speak to us about the
rare book holdings in Bateman’s and Wimpole Hall. In particular, he is going to
tell us about a copy of Kim which was taken to Antarctica by members of the Scott
Expedition and later given to the Kipling family. In April we’ll be welcoming an old
friend of the Society, Professor Harry Ricketts of New Zealand. And it is likely that
our February speaker will be Sarah LeFanu, who has recently completed a book on
Kipling’s time editing the Friend in Bloemfontein.
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Librarian – John Walker
The Library: The Kipling Room at Haileybury and Imperial Service College is open
to students at Haileybury, but visits by researchers and others from the rest of the
world have been fewer than last year, most researchers relying on a question to
Council members or one of the discussion lists. It has been very reassuring, once
again, to have Toby Parker, our Hon. Archivist, on site to advise.
We now have a complete set of the Uniform Edition, to parallel that available
from our stock at The Keep, and to complement the Sir John Chapple Collection.
The translations section has become too much for a single press, and I have
discussed storing some of the ‘reading stock’ outside the Kipling Room.
A gift of paperback editions, in excellent unread condition have been made
available to boarders at Haileybury, based in Kipling House. They are from the
family of a past member, Dr Anthony Dickens.We intend to keep this stock fresh
and fairly complete.
A water leak from the main roof of the Clock House affected only the shelving,
with no damage to stock.
A four-drawer filing cabinet has been filled with the sorted and catalogued
ephemera, but is yet to be installed. The classification is under five main headings: Society History, Articles and Papers, Cuttings and Printed Material, Copies of
Letters, and Individual Items (the latter to include such material as small and easily
mislaid material).
Research and support: Support to researchers, to members and to the general
public continues at an average of three queries per week, almost all by email. It
has been a year of many excited questions about ‘unusual found volumes’ and
‘hand-written copies of poems, signed by Kipling’ perhaps reflecting the likely ages
of fathers and mothers, uncles and aunts, whose collections are being passed on.
Among these we came across bound copies of the Horsmonden School Budget, in
New Zealand.
Acquisitions: We continue to benefit from the activities of Volodymyr
Chernyshenko and his translators in Kyiv. This year we have received such treasures as the splendid new translation of Kim, which received the Rylsky award, and
a beautifully presented Ukrainian edition of Captains Courageous with an introduction by Professor Jan Montefiore.
We continue to collect suitable display volumes for exhibition work, and these
now include a signed copy of Sea and Sussex given in memory of Mrs Bernice
Markoff Gourse, of Illinois. Some recent additions came following the death of a
previous Hon. Librarian, Mrs Margaret Newsom. These included a very ‘tight and
clean’ set of the Harbord Readers’ Guide, as well as a number of individual volumes
bearing the Society’s stamp. We are very grateful to her family for making sure
these, and a number of boxes of ephemera, are available to us.
The media: The T.V. production provisionally titled Rudyard Kipling: a Secret
Life, reported last year, is eagerly awaited. The Warner Brothers live-action production, titled Mowgli, failed to reach general release, and has become available on-line
through Netflix.
Press cuttings showing comment upon Kipling or his works, as well as use of
quotations, are filed away, and always welcomed.
Journal Editor – Jan Montefiore
The Kipling Journal has had another good year and is in a healthy condition. High
quality submissions continue to come in steadily. I’ve been pleased to receive
submissions from academics, postgraduates, non-academic independent scholars,
and even a Kipling-related poem (to appear in December). And the winning entry
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for this year’s Slater Competition for schools ‘Writing with Kipling’ is as always a
pleasure to edit.
Peer review continues to work smoothly, thanks to our global panel of referees
from the UK, USA, India and New Zealand. I thank them for the care and attention
they bring to the job. 14 referees may seem a lot for one journal, but because the KJ
has 4 issues a year and 5 when there’s an extra Special Number, I need all fourteen
of them. Their reports are very useful; often they spot things that I’ve missed, and
contributors’ responses indicate that they appreciate the additional feedback.
Our themed issue for 2019 was ‘Women and Kipling’ (March 2019), which
appeared, serendipitously, on International Women’s Day (not that I can take
credit for that; it was the printers’ doing). Suggestions for the 2020 theme will
be welcomed. This year has also seen the publication of The Cause of Humanity,
Thomas Pinney’s edition of uncollected stories, and the new Netflix film Mowgli. I
am grateful to members for reviewing these and other books in which Kipling plays
a significant part, even where he’s not the main subject.
‘Writing with Kipling’ Report – Mary Hamer
This is the fourth year the Kipling Society has run ‘Writing with Kipling’ a creative
writing prize for primary school children. It is funded by the generous legacy left to
the society by the late John Slater and supported by the Hamilton Trust, an educational charity (www.Hamilton-trust.org.uk), which very kindly supplies teaching
resources about the Just So Stories.
I think many of us have been shocked by the deadening approach to language
teaching currently enforced in our schools: it is our goal to return pleasure to children’s experience by getting them reading wonderful stories and writing their own
alongside a famous author, the film of whose Jungle Book they may already know.
In 2018 Laura Freeman, the critic and journalist, wrote in the Spectator about
the vivid life Kipling’s stories brought to the classroom. We were delighted when
she agreed to judge this year’s entries to ‘Writing with Kipling’. In her report, she
regretted that the Just-So Stories are not universally known, but
Happily, a great many schoolchildren do know that Rudyard Kipling is the man
who wrote about Mowgli, Baloo, Bagheera, the Beginning of the Armadilloes
and the Crab that played with the Sea. The stories submitted to the Writing
With Kipling competition were wonderfully inventive and varied. Some stories
captured the rhythms of Kipling’s playful prose. Others ended in unexpected
transformations. The winners each combine beguiling storytelling voices with
ingenious plots. What a great gift Taffimai Metallumai (but we are going to call
her Taffy) gave to the world when she wrote the first letter and later made the
alphabet.
Again, we had nearly 200 entries. We would very much like to see the prize grow to
include more schools and more pupils from Year 5 (9 or 10 years old. If you think
you could approach any Year 5 teachers directly, to tell them about ‘Writing with
Kipling’, do please consider doing so.
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On-line Editor and Publicity – John Radcliffe
During the past year we have continued to develop the New Readers’ Guide. There
were some 50,000 visitors to the web site, of which some 12,000 visited the NRG
pages. The total number of visitors since launch in May 1993 is just over 1.4m.
In the past twelve months we have recruited 32 new members via the site, where
people are now commonly paying subscriptions on-line. This summer there has
been a significant increase in the number of daily visitors to the site.
As reported earlier we have now annotated all the articles and tales collected by
Kipling in the Sussex Edition, together with notes on the uncollected articles edited
by Thomas Pinney in 1986, and the uncollected speeches he edited in 2008, together
with Kipling’s texts. We hope to do likewise with “The Cause of Humanity” and
Other Stories, Professor Pinney’s latest collection, published last November, of
further articles unpublished since their original appearance. With the help of our
readers we have continued to fill gaps in our existing NRG notes, and correct such
errors as are spotted from time to time.
Philip Holberton, in New South Wales, is now annotating the early poems largely
unpublished in Kipling’s lifetime, which are included in Andrew Rutherford’s
pioneering 1986 collection (Early Verse by Rudyard Kipling, 1879-1889), and more
recently in Thomas Pinney’s comprehensive Cambridge Edition of the verse (2013),
but little known. They shed a most interesting light on Kipling’s early work when,
as a schoolboy, he was reading widely, pondering on the world as he found it, and
striving to find his own voice as a poet.
Thanks to massive efforts by Alastair Wilson we have completed and refined our
annotation of the extracts from Carrie Kipling’s diaries made by Charles Carrington
and Douglas Rees. Alastair is now editing the little-known Motoring Diaries on
the journeys in France and Britain made by the Kiplings in their successive Rolls
Royces, in the years immediately before and after the Great War. They are full of
interesting details of Kipling’s responses to the places he visited and the people he
met.
We have continued our exploration of the possibilities of Social Media, where
there is clearly a great deal more work to be done. Our Facebook site: https://www.
facebook.com/pg/kiplingsociety/posts/ is edited by John Walker, with contributions this year from Volodymyr Chernyshenko, Patrick Esteve, Brian Harris, Brian
Kappler, Mike Lacey, Jan Montefiore, John Radcliffe, Valerie Saunders and Jennifer
Teh. A ‘Poem of the Week’ feature seems popular. It will be encouraging if members
can offer their own choices, with personal reasons. For each selection it has been
important, and very worthwhile, to direct readers to the New Readers’ Guide.
John Walker notes that the most positive outcome from the Facebook presence
is when non-members discover it and follow up with questions or comments. It is
clear that there are a lot of people out there who have a general interest in Kipling’s
stories and poems without feeling the need to join the Society.
We plan to use Twitter and possibly Instagram, to support the Writing with
Kipling project in primary schools, which is also covered on the web-site, and to
use Social Media, as well as the web-site itself, to support our campaigns for new
members.
4. Changes to the Rules
Proposed changes to the Society’s Rules had been circulated with the Chairman’s
newsletter dated June 2019 and hard copies were available in the room. Following
a brief explanation by the Chairman of the need for the changes, the changes were
approved unanimously (including a number of proxy votes sent to the Chairman in
advance).
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The Chairman then mentioned that under the new rules, honorary officers would
no longer be elected by members at the AGM but would be selected by the new
Council at a Council meeting immediately following the AGM.
5. Election of Members
Dr Angela Eyre and Mr John Walker had been proposed for the two vacancies on
Council and were elected nem con.
6. Appointment of Hon Independent Financial Adviser
Mr. Harry Waterson was amenable to be re-appointed. This was agreed unanimously.
7. Election of Hon. Vice-President
Council had nominated Professor Daniel Karlin as a Vice-President of the Society.
He was elected nem con.
8. Any Other Business
There was no other business.
Mike Kipling
Chairman
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ACCOUNTS FOR THE YEAR
TO 31 DECEMBER 2019
The Accounts for the year to 31 December 2019 which follow have been
prepared under the simplified format as the Society qualifies as a Small Charity
under the Charity Commission’s rules. These accounts have been scrutinised by
the Society’s Independent Financial Examiner.

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
1) The Society employs no paid staff and it does not have a permanent
office. All overhead costs are included as Administration expenses.
2) 
A small amount of subscription income has been received in
advance, but this figure has not been included under ‘creditors’ as
subscriptions received are not refundable.
3) Income tax recoverable on amounts which members have paid
under ‘Gift Aid’ rules is reclaimed annually following the end of a
financial year. A claim was made in respect of 2017 and 2018 was
made in 2019. The expected recovery in respect of 2019 has been
included under ‘Debtors’.
4) 
During 2019, the Society retained £26,332 on deposit with
Shawbrook Bank and placed a further £31,000 with United Trust
Bank. Interest is accounted for when received. Accrued interest of
£760 has also been included under ‘Debtors’.
5) Payments for reimbursements of administration costs, expenses of
meetings and library acquisitions were made during the year to the
Trustees: Alex Bubb £168, Angela Eyre £44, Mary Hamer £373,
Mike Kipling £321, Jan Montefiore £210, John Radcliffe £308,
Fiona Renshaw £297 and John Walker £283.
6) 	
2019
2018
Cost of lecture programme and A.G.M.
£4,373
£2,542
Annual Luncheon
£3,120
£4,615
£7,493
£7,157
7) 
A creative writing competition for primary schools was again
organised during the year. Awards were made to the winning
authors and schools from the John Slater Essay Competition Fund.
8) The Eileen Stamers-Smith Memorial Lecture Fund met the travel
costs of the speaker at the Annual Luncheon.
9) All fixed assets of the Society have been fully depreciated. Books
and other library items are included at purchase price or deducted
at sale price.
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YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2019

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT
2019
£
Bank balances as at 1 January
Income received in the year
Subscriptions and donations
Annual Luncheon
Bank Interest
Tax refund on subscriptions

12,879
2,664
773
2,802

Total Income received
Deduct : Expenses paid in the year
Printing and despatch of the Journal
Costs of lectures and functions
Administration
Web-site, online expenses
Bank/PayPal charges
Foreign Exchange Adjustment
Sundry expenses
Donations and grants
Competition Prizes
Addition to books for library
Total Expenditure
Bank balances at 31 December

£
66,474

2018
£

£
70,396

12,724
4,439
1,259
0
19,118

8,631
7,493
1,365
308
174
10
335
0
440
68

18,422

10,585
7,157
1,415
599
110
–5
0
1,600
371
513
–18,824

–22,344

66,767

66,474
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YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2019

STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
2019
£

2018
£

44,834
2,936
18,997

44,037
3,376
19,060

66,767

66,474

Debtors and prepayments
Library books, etc

2,639
17,076

1,944
17,009

Total Assets

86,482

85,427

0

193

86,482

85,234

RESERVES
General Reserve
John Slater Essay Competition Fund
Eileen Stamers-Smith Memorial Lecture Fund
Represented by Bank Balances
-Current Account
-Deposit Account
-Foreign Currency Accounts
-PayPal Account

£4,344
£61,739
£144
£487
£66,767

Deduct : Liabilities - creditors
Net assets at 31 December 2019
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ABOUT THE KIPLING SOCIETY
The Kipling Society is for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865–1936). It is one of
the most active and enduring literary societies in Britain and, as the
only one which focuses on Kipling and his place in English Literature,
attracts a world-wide membership. (Details and membership forms are
available on the Society’s web-site, or from the Membership Secretary
Fiona Renshaw, Keylands, Burwash, East Sussex, TN197HP, email
ksmemsec@outlook.com. The forms quote the minimum annual
subscription rates. Some members contribute a little more. The Society
is a Registered Charity and a voluntary, non-profit-making organisation. Its activities, which are controlled by a Council and run by the
Secretary and honorary officials, include:
•
•
•
•
•

maintaining a specialised Library in the Haileybury, Hertfordshire, and Special
Collection, Sussex University
answering enquiries from the public (schools, publishers, writers and the media),
and providing speakers on request,
arranging a regular programme of lectures, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
Guest Speaker,
running the web-site at www.kipling.org.uk for members of the Society and anyone
else around the world with an interest in the life and work of Rudyard Kipling,
and publishing the Kipling Journal, every quarter.

The Journal of the Society aims to entertain and inform. It is sent to
subscribing paying members all over the world free of charge. This
includes libraries, English Faculties, and ‘Journal – only’ members.
Since 1927, the Journal has published important items by Kipling not
readily found elsewhere, valuable historical information, and literary
comment by authorities in their field, following Kipling whose own
diverse interests and versatile talent covered a wide range of literary
writing – letters, travel, prose and verse. For the serious scholar of
Kipling, who cannot afford to overlook the Journal, a comprehensive
index of the entire run since 1927 is available online to members or in
our Library. Apply to: The Librarian, Kipling Society, 56, Chaplin
Drive, Headcorn, Ashford, Kent TN27 9TN, England, or email to
jwawalker@gmail.com.
The Editor of the Kipling Journal publishes membership news,
Society events, talks by invited speakers, and articles on all aspects of
Kipling and his work. She is happy to receive submissions from readers.
These may be edited and publication is not guaranteed. Letters of crisp
comment and articles between 500 and 5000 words are especially
welcome. Email jem1@kent.ac.uk, or write to The Editor, Kipling
Journal, 36 St Dunstan’s Street, Canterbury, Kent, CT2 8BZ, U.K.

